
Gabriela92 
 
Gabriela92: hops up and runs to the dance floor, thrashing my head wildly.... 

Gabriela92: swinging one arm in a circle overhead. 

D r a z: watches  the wild dancing gabri  

Gabriela92: punching alternating fists into the air. 

shannyn a1: And I thought I was wired.... 

Gabriela92: flexes one knee, stiffening the other leg...  

Gabriela92: hands on hips, defiantly 

D r a z: grins watching the rocking hips 

Gabriela92: bumping buns left and right to the beat 

Gabriela92: creeps the bottom of my tank top up, exposing my tummy and my new 

turquoise and silver navel pendant. 

D r a z: that  pendant swings in the lights  

Gabriela92: slowly gyrating the hips in a smooth circle 

D r a z: smiles ....seduced by the hips and buns 

Gabriela92: peels the tank up and over my head, untangling my hair and shaking it out. 

Gabriela92: shifts hips one way, shoulders the other, and then reverses the motion. 

Gabriela92: little pouty look on my face 

D r a z:  the hair   shimmering in the lights     as  the   body snakes   

D r a z:  that pout adding to the overall seduction  

Gabriela92: slowly does a deep knee bend, swinging the knees left and right.... 

Gabriela92: at the bottom, snaps my head forward and down, tossing my hair over my 

face and back off again. 

Gabriela92: runs my palms up and down my torso.... 

D r a z: grins to watch  the  swishing hair  and thewandering hands  

trisha_29: she didnt make it this far by just shaking hands................ 

Gabriela92: up the tummy... over the lacy bra cups and the soft flesh spilling from the top 

edge 

D r a z: those breasts   bulging in the bra   

Gabriela92: struts from the dance floor over to the stage steps and tiptoes up them... 

Gabriela92: hooks a knee around the brass pole, and an ankle down low..... 

D r a z: smiles watching the   leg drape around the pole ,,,,,,,,,,,such a bad girl   

Gabriela92: leans back until my head is upside down.... 

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders, jiggling my boobs and almost coming out of the bra 

D r a z: watches the hair spread out on the stage and the rocking snaking body  

Gabriela92: grabs the pole a little higher and scoots my legs upward, locking myself 

above the floor. 

D r a z:  taps my hand to the beat on the bar   

Gabriela92: hangs by my legs 

Al_dente_: <wakes from dropping off to sleep to see a beautiful sight on stage..... 

Gabriela92: rolls my torso left and right above the stage floor, my hair brushing and 

sweeping the smooth surface. 

D r a z: sways  to the bagpipes  music as i watch the nubile body    on the pole  



Al_dente_: hmmmmm  how the heck are those breasts staying in there? 

Gabriela92: slowly loosens my leg grip, sliding down the pole until my shoulders touch 

the cold floor. 

Gabriela92: pushes off the pole with my feet and caterpillars a few feet on my back. 

Al_dente_: watches the tricky move... gotta be careful girl! 

D r a z:  grins to see the undulating body as it creeps along the floor 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my tummy and gets up into a crawl. 

Gabriela92: gets up on my knees and marches a few feet on them. 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of the jeans 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper 

Al_dente_: gulps..... 

Gabriela92: folds open the fly... 

D r a z: grins watching gabri on the stage  

Al_dente_: catches a glimpse of sexy underwear..... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips lightly up and down on my tummy... 

jaypee_2: gazes at Gabriela 
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Gabriela92: slips the first joint of my fingers barely inside the elastic waistband of the 

panties and slides them slowly left and right.... 

Heart1226: ohh myy Gabi.. eyes travel along where your fingers wander..  

D r a z:  watches  the slow tease   

Al_dente_: hmmm bet that feels nice.... 

Gabriela92: slides my hand out and hooks the belt loops on each hip with my thumbs. 

Gabriela92: stands and rocks my hips left and right, applying a little downward pressure 

to the jeans. 

Al_dente_: tease... 

Gabriela92: grinds circularly as the jeans inch their way down off my tushy... 

D r a z: grins to see the slow reveal of the firm  tushy  

Al_dente_: hmmm hice ass being revealed 

Gabriela92: the smooth buns coming into view, as well as the bright orange Brazilian-cut 

panties. 

Gabriela92: shakes my legs slightly to let the tight denim fabric to move down my thighs 

and calves. 

Al_dente_: smiles at the great legs that have been hidden by the jeans 

planenuts: very nice Gabriela 

Gabriela92: when they finally fall to my ankles, I drop to my knees, leaning back onto my 

shoulder blades and lifting my legs into the air to pull off the jeans entirely. 

Al_dente_: now that's a nice sight! 

D r a z: grins seeing the raised legs and all the way down to the thong   



Gabriela92: scissor-kicks in the air a few times 

Heart1226: sips my drink and enjoys the delicious show.. smiling 

Gabriela92: then lets the feet fall flat to the floor, knees bent, laying on my back 

shannyn a1: hello John 

planenuts: such a wonderful sight 

Al_dente_: I'll let you know as soon as I find out. 

Gabriela92: moves the feet slightly further apart, opening the knees and thighs more. 

Gabriela92: flutters the knees outward and back a few times 

Al_dente_: eyes locked on the flashes of panties.... 

D r a z: looks all along those thighs as they flutter open  

Gabriela92: finally puts the soles of my feet flat against one another and lets the knees 

drop completely to the floor, my bent legs forming a diamond on the stage 

Heart1226: smiles watching Gabi.. imagining I was between her legs..  

Gabriela92: tightens my buns rapidly several times, pulsing the pelvis up from the stage 

toward the ceiling. 

D r a z:  grins to see the  pale thighs against the floor  as the    hips rise and fall  

Gabriela92: rolls back over on my tummy and stands 

D r a z:   smiles watching  gabbri move to standing  

Gabriela92: sways to the beat, reaching for my left shoulder and slowly pushing the bra 

strap down to my elbow 

Heart1226: turns to watch Gabi dancing again 

Al_dente_: watches the bra strap fall 

D r a z:  smiles seeing the strap slip down the   arm   

Gabriela92: repeats the push of the strap off the other shoulder. 

D r a z: my my  

Gabriela92: holds the loosened fabric of the bra cups up against my heaving breasts as I 

breath deeply from the exertion 

D r a z:   taps my foot to the beat ,,,,,,,, watching gabri     slip down the straps   

Heart1226: ohhh my.. uncrosses and recrosses 

Heart1226: my legs together watching gabi* 

Gabriela92: reaches to the front of my cleavage and unhooks the bra, letting my chest 

free into the bright stage spotlights. 

shannyn a1: you are welcome 

Al_dente_: Eyes fixed in Gabi cupping her breasts 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

Gabriela92: bra slides down my arms and falls to the stage floor. 

D r a z: looks up to see the jiggling breasts  in the lights  as  the bra faklls  

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down over the rounded flesh 

Gabriela92: holds them softly, lifting and lowering gently. 

D r a z: smiles to see the firm breasts cupped    as  the  hips switch side to side  

Al_dente_: wiggles my hands restlessly 

Gabriela92: lets my arms fall to my sides and loosely sway as my shoulders roll to the 

music 

Al_dente_: loves the way the breasts hand.. and the shape.. 



Gabriela92: hips bumping left and right 

D r a z: grins as  those firm breasts jiggle    

Gabriela92: slips thumbs into the back of the panty waistband and pushes them halfway 

down the tushy, showing more of the buns. 

planenuts: eyes dance in their sockets to the jiggling 

Gabriela92: slides them back up again, and spins around three times. 

D r a z:  watches gabri as she spins on the stage  

Gabriela92: bends down to scoop up an unattended glass of icewater from the bar on the 

edge of the stage. 

planenuts: lovely legs heart 

Maxillary_Nerve: *raises an eyebrow*  

Gabriela92: pours it down over my head, shivering from the cold and immediately 

covered with goosebumps. 

D r a z:  smiles to watch the water sslide down over gabri 

Gabriela92: shakes my head violently, throwing water on the nearby customers. 

Al_dente_: that made the nipples start.... 

Heart1226: mmmm.. Gabi's all wet now.. giggless 

Gabriela92: strolls off the stage, waving with a wink and sweet smile to everyone. 

planenuts: wet girls are good girls 

Gabriela92: disappears behind the curtain 

Al_dente_: applauds .. well done gabi 

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,, ty gabri that was awesome as always  ,,,,,,,,BRAVO  ,stands and 

appauds  

Gabriela92: steps back out to take a bow, my forearm across my nipples. 

planenuts: applauds 

Heart1226: smiles and winks back to Gabi... stands and applauds..!! great dance Gabi! 

D r a z:    laffs and waves to  gabri  ...........  

Gabriela92: then waves with both hands, exposing them again. 

D r a z:  woo hoo  gabri   

Gabriela92: slips backstage again. 

 

 

Sara a9 
sara a9: takes the drink in hand, slides off the barstool, walks over to a dance 

stage....steps from the shoes and moves a little, just for the fun of it 

Heart1226: wohoooo Sara..!! smiless 

Heart1226: snaps my fingers watching Sara dancing.. 

D r a z: smiles watching sara   walk over to  the stage   

sara a9: It has been a while Heart, need to see if I can still do this dance thing 

D r a z: you have the natural rythmn ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.I am sure  you can 

sara a9: sets the drink down, sways the hips, spins, and rolls thee hips 

Heart1226: oohh I know you're a natural dancer.. you'll always do it gret 

sara a9: hmmmm....so far so good 

Heart1226: great^ 



sara a9: steps to the pole, grabs, dips and sways, rolls the hips while slowly standing 

D r a z:  smooth and sensu almoves , sara 

sara a9: backs to the pole, lowers, feels the shorter hemmed dress ride up a bit, and runs 

the hands over the legs, up the body and gives the hair a toss 

Heart1226: claps my hands lightly as I admire Sara's movements 

D r a z: the hands move overe where my eyes focus  

sara a9: raises very slowly, back to the pole, keeps the hips going with a slow rocking 

motion 

D r a z:   smiles seeing the hips provocatively  rock  

sara a9: looks at Draz, smiles....works the hem of the dress up teasingly slow and holds it 

just above the tops of the stockingss 

D r a z: smiles as the hem rises up  those  fit thughs  

sara a9: tugs a little higher, gets a coy look upon the face as the stocking ends and thigh 

begins 

Heart1226: tilts my head discreetly to the side following the hiking up of her dress's 

hem... and her swaying so mesmerizing   

sara a9: keeps ahold of the hem and turns, sways a little, then bends and rolls the hips, 

dips and slowly raises  

sara a9: spins, the hem of the dress still being held, and the dress goes a little higher to 

show a little silk panty 

D r a z:  smiles to see the garter belt attached to the stocking snapping against the tops 

of thighs    .......and the butt wriggling  

sara a9: turns, tugs the dress fully up so the butt is on display, rolls the hips and reaches 

to caress the right side before giving a little smack 

D r a z: smiles seeing the smack leaves a handprint 

sara a9: releases the hem, smooths the dress and steps from the stage after picking up 

the drink, steps into the shoes, and walks back to the bar 

D r a z: times up youcef 

sara a9: I think I can still do a dance 

Heart1226: smiles wide seing her smacking herself.. sexy....! 

Heart1226: more...!! moreee...!! giggles 

sara a9: settles onto the barstool, tugs the hem while crossing stockinged legs 

D r a z: smiles as i look over at sara , its in yoursoul ,,,,,,,,,  im sure  you can dance any 

time  

sara a9: takes a big drink from the glass 

D r a z: smiles as i see the hem fighting efforts tokeep it down  

sara a9: I dont know about that, but it does seem to come fairly easy 

D r a z: once  you got it  .its there ......sometime s you feel like doing it ............thats when 

its best 

Heart1226: smiless and applauds... that's great, Sara..!  

Heart1226: indeed Draz... smiles 

sara a9: The few times I have danced, it did go quite well, especially in the cage 

D r a z:  its depends on the crowd ,.  but most will respond well  to dancers ,,,,,,,and you 

have a very senssual  way ofdancing  



D r a z: nuaghty little thing  

sara a9: One has to appeal to the senses first, you do that and the rest follows 

Heart1226: ohhhhhh the cage.. I don't think Ive seen you there, Sara.. mostly I just do 

some reruns from the site.. I'm sure its way hotter in actual scene.  

sara a9: I think I did the cage the second time I danced 

D r a z: there are a few dances of sara in the cage in the monthly highlights 

Heart1226: yes I did read some there, Draz.. smiles..  and would love to witness the 

actual action sometime too..  smiles 

sara a9: I will try to remember to do a cage dance just for you Heart 

D r a z:  smiles they are very eroric ....... classy sexy  

Heart1226: yayyyy....! can't wait for that day, Sara.. smiles 

sara a9: Maybe I can give you a tip or two as well....winks 

Heart1226: true that Draz..  

D r a z: heart has her own sultry style ............ did one for us yesterday  

Heart1226: mmmmmm.. would love it even more..! winks back..  

D r a z: but not in cage yet  

sara a9: If it was sultry, that is the way to go at it 

sara a9: You get in a groove, and it all flows from there 

D r a z:  its good to see you girls sharing the   dances   

D r a z:   thats what helps .....and diferent girls have diferent triggers  

Heart1226: I still don't have the courage to dance in the cage ..but perhaps one day..  

D r a z: girls  usually start somehwere else and if she gets the right groove moves to the 

cage  

sara a9: It helps to be a little daring, a little flirtatious, and maybe a bit of a slut to do the 

cage 

Heart1226: mhmmm.. that's what I've noticed too.. I have watched Dg.. Scarlett.. Kelli.. 

and Caramel in the actual scene.. and they are so provocatively erotic..  

D r a z: smiles ... and sara is all of that 

 
 
 
D r a z: smiles looking at sara and then the cage  ............. 

sara a9: slides off the barstool and slowly walks to the cage, walks around, runs a hand 

over the cold steel bars 

D r a z: smiles watching sara as she examines the cage and the beat moves her  

sara a9: steps from the heels, steps into the cage and walks around, hands again running 

over the steel bars, eyes closing, hips swaying a little 

kelli-: head workin the beat as I watch sara fondle the lucky bars  

D r a z: smiles watching    as the hips roll to the beat ...  

sara a9: holds a bar with two hands, continues the slow rocking, lets go with one hand to 

slide along a hip 

D r a z: smiles as the steel  caresses a hip     

sara a9: turns and backs to the bars, continues the slow sway 



sara a9: runs the hands along the hips, over my midsection, then spins and continues 

over my breasts 

D r a z: eyes on sara as  she snakes to the beat  

sara a9: with the new tune, the sways get a bit more deliberate, the hands slow their 

movement and linger a little longer on the body 

D r a z: smiles as the beat  slows  to  a seductive   blues  and watches ......shes fine  ,,,,,,,,  

kelli-: great beat .. use it sara LOL 

sara a9: both hands grab the hem and slowly raise it, about to show the good parts 

andrea_33: so many of them 

sara a9: spins around, leans over, sways the hips as the pantyhosed butt gets shown a 

little more 

D r a z:  grins as sara   interprets the beat ,,,,,,    as she moves  those hips  

sara a9: keeps the hem in the hands and keeps swaying, lets go with one hand to circle 

on the butt, then gives it smack 

kelli-: taps the beat on the bar .. watching 

D r a z: smiles watching and hearing the smack  

sara a9: spins and backs to the bars, rolls the hips hard, snaps them off each way 

D r a z:    shes fine ,,,,,,,,,,,,,what a sight   

sara a9: tugs a little more....and decides to pull the dress off and lets it fall to the cage 

floor 

D r a z: walks down the bar lifting jaws back  

kelli-: good decision  

sara a9: spins and moves, dips and slowly raises 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches quietly from the breakfst bar 

sara a9: gives the hair a toss, lowers the head a little and gives that little coy look 

D r a z: smiles watching  the coy look as the body tells a diferent story  

sara a9: slips a strap of the bra off the shoulder.... 

sara a9: then the other, and lets the straps rest on the arms 

sara a9: spins and rolls the hips, reaches to loosen the bra and pulls it off and lets it drop 

kelli-: moves down with the boys.. waves my hand infront of TD's face  

D r a z: smiles to see the firm breasts jiggle as the bra goes 

touchdown366: just watching how she works it kelli 

sara a9: turns and looks at the various faces, smiles....continues with the hands over my 

breasts 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: everyone has a different style.. I like it 

D r a z: watches the hands strain to cover  the fullbreasts  

sara a9: hooks the waistband of the pantyhose and rolls it down a little, showing a little 

more of the body and getting very close to displaying what everyone is really looking at 

andrea_33: smiles 

kelli-: winks @ andrea.. looks back at the hot dance 

D r a z: licks my lips seeing the fingers in the waist band  

andrea_33: so erotic 



sara a9: continues with the rolling of the pantyhose over the hips and lets the waistband 

rest there, spins, leans, and sways the butt 

andrea_33: winks back at kelli 

touchdown366: she knows how to work the beat 

sara a9: looks back at the audience, runs the hand over the butt and smacks again, sways 

and pushes the pantyhose down a little further 

sara a9: tosses the hair and gives the glossed lips a lick 

D r a z: smiles as  the hands slap her cheeks     and the lips provoke  and seduce 

sara a9: hands run up the body, and the hips sway as I spin and lean over once more 

Al_dente_: hmm  like the effect when she leans 

sara a9: spins to the floor, raises a leg and works the hose down, then lifts the other leg 

and pushes the nylon down 

sara a9: continues to push until they are at the feet, slides each foot off and stands, 

hooks them with a toe and gives them a toss 

andrea_33: laughs yes kelli 

D r a z:  smiles as the hose comes off and we look along the legs  

sara a9: strolls to the front of the cage, pressess to it and starts another slow sway 

Al_dente_: smiles at the nice sight in the cage 

sara a9: leans so the breasts fit between the bars, continues the little sways 

kelli-: shivers knowing how that cold metal feels against bare skin .. smiles 

D r a z: that slow seductive  sway and the jiggling breasts  capture  the imagination  

sara a9: steps back, nipples a little stiffer from the cold steel, a hand runs along the hips, 

and the other moves between the legs 

Al_dente_: follows the hands movements 

sara a9: the head falls back, the hand slowly glides, and a little moan comes out 

sara a9: continues with the slow dip and sway of the hips, hand gliding teasingly slow 

kelli-: holds the arms of my chair while I stare..  

D r a z: watches as the hand slides over the swaying  body   

sara a9: spins and leans over, rocks the hips, glides a hand up a hip, then smacks the butt 

sara a9: stands and sways in place, hair getting tossed again 

touchdown366: sit down and watch maxx 

Al_dente_: watches the breasts move.... 

sara a9: spins and backs to the bars, presses the butt lightly to the bars and starts 

another sway 

sara a9: hands again run up the hips and again smack the butt...turns and looks back, 

spins and grabs the bars, drapes a leg around a bar and glides against it 

sara a9: head falls back, the gliding on the cold steel continues 

sara a9: pauses....smiles..... 

sara a9: steps away and starts to gather the clothing 

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,opens the door and  holds out a LAB robe  

sara a9: pushes open the door of the cage and takes the robe and heads to get dresssed 

D r a z: well done sara ,,,,,,,,,,,,, very exciting dance  

kelli-: stands and applaudes  

Al_dente_: applauds... well done Sara 



andrea_33: claps loudlyn at the great performance 

sara a9: thank you...smiles, does courtesy bow with a flow of an arm 

D r a z:       Bravo   ,,,,,,,,sara  ,,,,,,,  what sort o a fever have we got   

kelli-: glad I stopped by before work  

sara a9: Good thing I took lunch ten minutes early.... 

D r a z:        smiles and  passes sara her drink back as she returns to the bar 

 
Heart1226 
 
Heart1226: sneaks to the changing room and struts back to the room... wearing a lovely 

velvety dress a friend gave to me... spinniug some a little.. and twists my body from side 

to side...  

Al_dente_: Ah, such nice friends to give you stuff.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles  

Al_dente_: we do need to see the dress however... 

D r a z:  https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/736x/e6/c1/54/e6c154383e496c0d9bbc34f49dd0cb2a.jpg 

Al_dente_: Hmmm very nice and sexy 

Bee_passionately_blue: I think you look lovely in that heart - is this song black velvet?  

D r a z: this song is ,.,.,.,.,. shes fine  

Bee_passionately_blue: what an appropriate song  

Bee_passionately_blue: she is  

Heart1226: spins once more and bends to pull the garter a lil and snaps it back ... and 

rises up and sways suggestively as I toy the hem of my dress with my fingers..  

Al_dente_: watches the dress ride up as she bends... hmmm 

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch your fingers as you highlight the beauty of your legs and 

thighs - with those little adjustments and I blink seeing an angel  

Heart1226: drags a chair to the center of the dance floor and sits with my legs wide 

open.. but hold the hem of the dress between my legs.. to cover the ones that should be 

concealed... lol 

D r a z:  smiles at  the teasing pose ,.,.  as heart   moves slowly to the beat 

Heart1226: shimmies my shoulder and moves my hips in accordance to the beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: I exhale and stare - completely enchanted by the sweet girl - 

who is teasing in the sensual way - the shimmy sending jolts of sensual pleasure through 

me  

Al_dente_: as heart moves her legs, I watch the suspenders move... 

Heart1226: grinding my bum to the chair.. as I grip to my dress and unto the edge of the 

chair... bends and rolls my head seductively.. my long wavy raven hair touching the floor.. 

and up.. brushing the locks off my face.. and sways some more.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: holy god I murmer - and end up biting my lower lip - the 

movement you made with your ass and your hair - suggests what would happen taking 

you bed - and I growl - awed  

Al_dente_: smiles with pleasure as I watch Hearts body move in the chair 



D r a z: watches the hair seductively swish   as  the sweet body interprets the music  

Heart1226: rises up and turns the chair opposite to my body.. holds unto its back and 

steps forward to straddle on it.. rocking the chair back and forth as I move my lithe body 

in time with the song..  

Al_dente_: I can see why Profumo went down..... 

Bee_passionately_blue: watching those movements in the way you something so plainly 

sexual - I lick my lower lip and exhaile completely entranced by you  

Bee_passionately_blue: way you move something ^  

Al_dente_: watches the skirt swaying as hearts hips move.. her breasts straining at the 

top of the dress 

D r a z: thinks some chairs get all the  luck  ,,,, seeing  heart  move over it 

Heart1226: plops my body unto the seat and throws my head back.. letting my hair blown 

by the fan .. gently rolling my hips unto it.. knee high boots covered feet pressed to the 

floor tightly as I grind myself... the window of the chair gives you a glimpse of my inner 

thighs ...to where my black lace underwear meet the garter ...   

D r a z: hearts on fire   .............looking along the  creamy  thighs     

Heart1226: giggles and sashays back to my seat .. turning my head to Trisha and sticking 

my tongue out to her... lol..  

Al_dente_: you almost have Trisha turning there heart 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you for dancing heart, you were lovely  

Al_dente_: well done.. very sexy!! 

D r a z: smiles at heart and   stands to applaud ,.....Bravo ,,,,,,,,superb  

trisha_29: grins at heart.....wiggles the tip of my tongue right back  

Heart1226: well I was just showing you all how grateful I am to the gift I have received.. 

giggles 

D r a z: https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/736x/e6/c1/54/e6c154383e496c0d9bbc34f49dd0cb2a.jpg 

Heart1226: thak you ..!! thank you , friendsss!! smilesssssss. 

Heart1226: ohhh do I have to dance more for her then, ehh Al? lol 

Heart1226: smilesss.. ty Draz...  

Heart1226: mmmm.. that wiggling tongue... such a tease..! 

trisha_29: leans back in my seat...slowly crossing one long booted leg over the 

other....tapping my toe with the beat 

Al_dente_: catches a glimpse of Trish's legs out of the corner of my eye... 

Bee_passionately_blue: you and heart - are such teases - laughing  

Al_dente_: Takes a deep breath 

 

Heart1226: eyes discreetly wander along Trisha's legs... mmmm.. loves that boots... but 

loves the legs more... giggles 

 

 

 

 

 



Heart1226 and dirtyrpgirl 
 
Heart1226: straddles an empty chair and moves my hips from side to side.... and grinding 

some too....  

Heart1226: lol... sipping and slippin...  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles watching hearts moves.....so damn sexy!!! 

Bee_passionately_blue: when youmove like that heart - you suggest such erotic and 

luscious things - thank you  

Heart1226: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh... grins and waits for the dj's sexy swaying...  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying and doing a little "bean flicking" 

Heart1226: smiles and struts around.. towards the dj's booth.... leaning my back to the 

glass window... moving my body in a slow erotic motion... feeling the swewet fall to 

pieces...  

dirtyrpgirl: omg!!!...watches heart...her back sexily rubbing to the glass and her booty so 

fine....wow!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: wow...what that song does to me...composes myself some..... 

dirtyrpgirl: french kissing!!!!!...woooooooohoooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: do it baby...do it...you and me...we gonna do what they call  the french kissin 

Heart1226: mmmmmmm.. french kissing............... turns to smile seductively to the sultry 

DJ.... and drop my hips down low... waving my body some.. and up grinding... licking my 

lips.. and winks..  

D r a z: wb ed  

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney to the beat as i rub the front of my body to the glass behind 

hert 

Bee_passionately_blue: I admire the movements - flowing in that sultry way - moving up 

and down - like an elevator bring luscious lust to the top  

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my fingers to the glass..our bodies so close but not touching 

CreativeEd: ok let me sit back enjoy these ladies.. 

dirtyrpgirl: my lips rub the glass as i hum the tune 

D r a z: smiles watching  dirty enjoy her music   

dirtyrpgirl: do it baby doit................watching hearts body move to the tune 

Heart1226: rolls my body to the glass window... feeling the raging heat all over my body 

as I admire the provocative dancing of Dg....  

dirtyrpgirl: whew!!! 

CreativeEd: mmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: bang bang...................... 

Heart1226: mmmmm.... bang bang....  

dirtyrpgirl: as heart turns to face me,the glass seperating us as our hands lift and 

seemingly touch as i gaze into her sexy eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts press tight to the glass as out bodies sway in unison 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes slide downwards to see the front of her skirt rise to her movements, 

the sexy garter exposing 



Heart1226: inhales and lets out a deep breath as I lean and kisses the lips opposite to 

mine behind the glass.. leaving a smoke forming kiss mark as our breasts pressed to the 

other sides of the window..  

CreativeEd: oh my word...... 

dirtyrpgirl: then as the tune changes...i dance close to the glass,my hiney moving to the 

beat as i just watch the sexy girl at the glass 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile as the two women continue to form hearts and create 

sultry intentions as the flow back and forth in that leading and following way of lovers 

and dancers  

CreativeEd: thinking aloud... wish i was that pane of glass.... 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping out of the DJ booth, on the metal grated walkway, i grab heart by 

her hips and dance with her out in the open 

dirtyrpgirl: my movements mirroring hers as the song moves us in such a way to make 

our bodies heat up 

Heart1226: smiles and raises my right leg...wrapping it around Dg's .. making skirt hike 

up a lil higher for ... and sways sensually with her.. 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hand under her bare knee and lifting it higher...kissing her as the 

song ends 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm such perfect lips sweetie 

dirtyrpgirl: so tasty 

Bee_passionately_blue: watching that thigh draped over dg's in a suggest way - exposing 

one to the other - my eyes darken as I stare.  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my fingernails rake at the bottom of your panties as we move to this 

tune 

Heart1226: cupping her beautiful face as she leans... gasps as our lips touch each other... 

kissing her passinately back ... mmmmm Dg... smiles 

thanks...and you? 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning tighter to heart as we dance seductively, the kiss lingering 

D r a z: grins watching dirty and heart  

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles as the lingering melts into each other - in the way that 

chocolate melts on slow simmering heat  

Heart1226: turns to Dg and grinds slowly with her.. as the slow song serenade our 

dancing.. my hands snakes around her back... trailing my fingers up and down her spine...  

dirtyrpgirl: turning heart to the glass, her back pressing tightly to it as i rub my hand to 

the underside of her exposed thigh.......holding it higher,knowing the guys can see a 

glimpse of her panty from below as i kiss at her nose,her chin and back to her lips 

dirtyrpgirl: loving how her hair hangs n her eyes as i slp my tounge into her lips,singing 

softly to her as i do 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates th way dg is guiding and exposing heart - for her 

desires - to tease the room to encourage an exhibitionist that wants to please her. I smile 

at the movements  

Heart1226: whimpers as I feel my back pressed back to the glass and Dg's wandering 

hand sending tingling sensation to my senses.. moans between the soulful kiss that we 

share... ...  



dirtyrpgirl: my crotch preeing to her right upper tigh as i slowly grind my panties to her 

soft skin,,,slowly lowering,then rubbing tight back up...lifting her left arm up and holding 

it by her wirst to the glass 

Heart1226: tangling my tongue along with her exploring one.... trying to capture the 

playful tongue that she has and suckles it lovingly... mmmm... chest heaving as our lower 

body grinds and thrusts together in puurrrrfect harmony with the beat... ohh baby... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm as the tune changes....my hands fall to her hips as i 

bounce my thighs to hers.......ncreasing wth the rythm 

dirtyrpgirl: all that she wants...singing in a sultry whisper 

Bee_passionately_blue: watching dg's ass move in that rythym as the lingerie is exposed 

and teases senses that are seen and not.  

dirtyrpgirl: i'm the hunter...your the fox.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts starting to move in the loose velvet buttonup blouse i have on as 

we dance 

Heart1226: feeling helplessly intoxicated as my hands trapped by her above my head and 

unto the glass... surrendering my entire senses to her... as the predator becames the 

prey... yess... trying to stedy my self as we dance erotically slow..  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling into your eyes,as the music overcomes our bodies 

dirtyrpgirl: taking my finger and brushing your hair from your eye 

dirtyrpgirl: god.you are so lovely 

dirtyrpgirl: falling to you and holding you tight as we sway 

D r a z: eyes on the girs erotic dance ,,,,,,,,, swaying behind the bar  to the rythmn  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands fall down to cup your butt from over your skrt 

dirtyrpgirl: pressng my crotch tighter to yours as we sway,just outside the DJ booth 

Heart1226: looks deeper unto her dazzling eyes... as the music changes to more 

hypnotizing tunes just like her sultry movements moves with mine...  dreamily smiling as 

you feel me.. and reciprocates the sweet fondling as my hands wander to youre body of 

wonderland.. 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling your breasts heav to mine with each enchanted breath you take 

dirtyrpgirl: awfull..................yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy good....smiling and kissing you 

as the song ends 

dirtyrpgirl: whew...giggles 

Heart1226: smiles.... and rubs my nose to hers.... giggles... whewwww...  

Bee_passionately_blue: watching as the discoverry of wonderland is explored - each hill 

and valley - taking the plane to extraordinary  

D r a z: very  hot  girls  

dirtyrpgirl: stepping back some now as the tune changes and does a slow seductive 

"charleston"sway with you...as louis's horn plays in the background 

CreativeEd: thank you girls... thoroughly n delightfully enchanting..  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to the lovely heart......mmmmmmmmmmmmmm that was 

wonderful.....and spontanieous 

D r a z: its was greaty ,,,,,,,,,,,the best ones usually are  

dirtyrpgirl: yw's ed....smiles 



dirtyrpgirl: thank You too draz.......smiles 

Heart1226: shimmies my shoulder as we step back from each other and swayss some 

more to this.... and leans back to you.. and hugsssssss.. thank you for that wonderful 

feeling with you Dg.. smiless 

Heart1226: thank you Draz.. smiless 

Bee_passionately_blue: you are both enchanting - ty  

dirtyrpgirl: grins and with my hand in hearts...i spin and shake my booty back to her as 

the rythm gets faster 

Heart1226: ty grey... ed.. and bee.. smiles...  

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwww....thankya bee!!!...... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm bad girl!!!!....giggles 

D r a z:  laffs 

gundamguy: yes, stunning job =) 

Heart1226: wohoooooo.. and does some jolly dancing with Dg... smiless 

dirtyrpgirl: i'm a bad girl..and a longways from home......lol 

Heart1226: lol @bad girl..... but so amazing good bad girl....  

dirtyrpgirl: wohho heart...watches as your boobs start to shake as you change your dance 

style!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles.....thankya...so are YOU sweetie!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: i just love what i can do to you!!!....grins 

D r a z: you aredynamite together  

Heart1226: shimmies my shoulder more to jiggle the girls in front of Dg.. and for 

everyone to see... underneath the clothes of course... giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: shuffling my feet to the tune...right hand above my head and as my hiney 

shakes and sways...waggles my index finger above my head laughin with heart 

dirtyrpgirl: well this played already...but i dont care!!!...lol 

Heart1226: lol Dg... its a good tune...  

D r a z: lost the tunes for few there  ,,,,,,,   

dirtyrpgirl: hayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy momma rock me 

dirtyrpgirl: spins heart around and moves close to her as she stands n front of my,her 

back to me as  dance wth her some more...strumming her tummy with my fingers 

Heart1226: spins and giggles as Dg's fingers strumm over along my tummy.. dancing and 

swaying... smiling...  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling and kissing your shoulder,gently biting as i do 

Heart1226: mmmmmm... tilting my head a lil to the side as your lips plants heavenly 

kisses on my shoulder... grinnding and pressing my back to you.. 

dirtyrpgirl: pulling you tighter to me as we move to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: me too heart!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: as your booty moves to my crotch,liftng both of your arms above your 

head,and rubbing my hands all over your upper torso 

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles as I watch dg once more encasing heart in her will, and 

manipulating her in sensual ways  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles at this tune 

Heart1226: swaying my body sensuously.. eyes lazily closes as your touch drives me 



insane....  

D r a z: watches  the two iof  yiou  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm squirms and savors the 

hugssssssssss...ty sweetie!...smiles 

Heart1226: as always my pleasure Dg.... winks 

D r a z:   smiles watching  you two   

dirtyrpgirl: i do love your pleasures sweetie......winks back 

Heart1226: pecks on your pretty face and tickles you  with some warm breath blowin to 

your ear...  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm....you'll take me there!!!! 

Heart1226: smiles back at Draz.... sorry just cant help getting carried away..  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: she wants to feed me to the loins!!!.....lmaooo 

dirtyrpgirl: and NO that wasnt a typo!!!....lol 

D r a z: haaha 

Heart1226: ohhh myyyy... lol 

Heart1226: i 'll take you there................... 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..i know ya can!!! 

 

 

 

 

Heart1226 and Scarlett 
 

Heart1226: swayss to the tuneeeee 

D r a z: watces  the swaying  hips  

Heart1226: jumps and rocks my body to the just arrived sexy woman.... good morning 

Scarlett......!! hugssssssssssss 

scarlett2angel: smiles hugs heart an swats her ass dont stop now 

Heart1226: spins Scarlett around... and whisepers .. just swayin some to this beat.. 

smilesss..  

Heart1226: giggles to the swat..  

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers as heart rocks her hips to this song 

Heart1226: places my hands on hips and shakes her booty some as I do mine.. winks 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You two make a lovely couple. 

D r a z: smiles at  the two dancing  girls  

scarlett2angel: giggles you dont need me to dance ..... 

Heart1226: laughs and twirls around Scarlett .. a hand caressing along her waist .. and 

spins her once more... movin our body happily..  

scarlett2angel: winks at heart spins around shakes my hair loose as i bump hips with her 

and lets her lead for once 

Heart1226: giggles and hip bumps with Scarlett and dance around with her joyfully.. 

smiles  

scarlett2angel: smiles at silk spins around runs my fingers down hearts back winks and 



cups her hips in my hands  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head kisses her right ear and lets my fingertips slide up and down 

her back using the beat to rock my hips as hearts warmth makes me rub against her 

more 

Heart1226: places my hands over Scarlett's on my hips as we shake and move in sync 

with her... smiles and tilts my head t og ive her a kiss...  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my nose dances around in a circle smiles at heart as she guides 

me around the dance floor 

Heart1226: ohhh myyy.. bites my lip as I feel Scarlett's warmth envelope my backside... 

her fingertips waking my naughty senses up... kissing her passionately... 

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls dance  and kiss 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips looking into hearts eyes as she pulls me closer letting my 

hips move with hers and my fingertips cup her ass in each of my hands 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They have incredibly sensual movements. 

Poppy England: *leans her back against the bar, smiling at the girls*  

scarlett2angel: smiles tilts my head softly kisses hearts neck as my fingers tug her closer 

while the song slows  

Heart1226: gazes at Scarlett with overwhelming desire as she cups my bum.. feeling my 

entirety melts for her... breathing and sighsss pleasurably as we keep on dancing 

sensually.. 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart....rocks my hips with hers as my eyes look deep into hers 

and lets her move us in circles with the slow tune 

Heart1226: fingers interlocked as I hold her mind over my chest... letting her the erratic 

beat of my heart as she draw each other closer to one another... hips moving in a sweet 

motion..  

scarlett2angel: moves in and out of the shadows as hearts fingertips pulls and guides me 

around on the dance floor as we kiss softly and move like we have done this before 

Poppy England: *smiles and turns to watch the girls some more*  

D r a z: smiles watching the girls drift around the room together   

Ivan_Skavinsky: They certainly move well together. 

Poppy England: they certainly do Ivan  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head smiles and runs the tip of my tongue along her soft neck 

nibbles on her left ear puursss and lets my fingertips squeeze her hips more as we move 

around  

Heart1226: savoring the sweet intoxicating lips of Scarlett as we kiss tenderly into the 

dark part of the dancefloor.. feeling the hypnotic pull between us building more desire as 

we continue to dance and enjoy the moment.. 

D r a z: smiles watching  the  efortless moves  

scarlett2angel: rocks left and right smiles into your eyes as you push and pull me in and 

out of the darkness places in the room giggles and shimmys my shoulders with yours 

scarlett2angel: looks around the room you guys could dance too we dont own the floor 

D r a z: laffs  

Heart1226: gasps as Scarlett's lips touch one of my weakest spot.. holding to her tighter 

as I try to move and dance with trembling knees.. my hands exploring and wandering 



along her sides.. whispering sweet words to her as we rythmically sway..   

D r a z: we enjoy watching  you 

Poppy England: *arches her back...pulling back her arms and dropping her head 

back...her little top slipping upwards..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: You set such a high standard, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips smiles at heart and lets my fingertips caress her soft cheeks 

keeping my eyes on hers as we move around in small circ les 

Heart1226: smiles sweetly to Scarlett as we hold each other intimately into this slow 

dance... leans and brushes my cheek to hers.. closing my eyes as we share our body's 

warmth..  

 

scarlett2angel: crinkles my nose ..smiles at heart and kisses her cheek skips around with 

her as the beat changes 

Heart1226: does one step to the back and sways and grinds my bum intime with the new 

beat.. and winks to Scarlett.. snapping my fingers some.. and shimmies here and there a 

little too.. smiling 

scarlett2angel: slips my hand around hearts waist smiles whispers into her ear lets get a 

drink  

Heart1226: smiles and winks to Scarlett.. good idea ... 

scarlett2angel: moves to the bar smiles and bumps hips wh ile we move to the end of the 

bar 

Heart1226: giggles as I hip bump with Scarlett and settles next to her..... and orders to 

DRaz some refreshing drink for me and Scarlett.. please? smiles 

Heart1226: moves behind Scarlett.. brushing her hair to the side.. and sways my body 

slow as I lean and plant light kisses on her shoulder and winks at her in the mirror behind 

the bar..  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm what a mirror that is 

Heart1226: smiles... moving her shoulders to face the mirror.. caressing her pretty face.. 

see that girl in front of the mirror with a beautiful blonde hair... ? she's what makes the 

mirror good to look at.. smiles 

Poppy England: *glances up, looking at heart and scarlett together, smiles and looks 

down again* 

scarlett2angel: wiggles smiles and looks into the mirror....mmmmm heart you do know 

Draz is filming this 

D r a z: you look so good together there    

Heart1226: pecks on Scarlett's cheek... and smiles back to Draz.. and turns to smile at 

poppy's direction as well... we should always enjoy this wonderful moment that we all 

share together... smiless 

scarlett2angel: winks into the mirror..rolls my hips with the slow song and kisses hearts 

right cheek 

Heart1226: brushing Scarlett's long silky hair with my fingers... cups her face afterwards 

and tilts her head up to me... leaning lower to her and kisses her lips.. as our body 

smoothly sways to the song.. 

scarlett2angel: crinkles my nose as heart shows the room my face and boobs as she 



moves behind me making me bite my bottom lip an sway with the new song  

Heart1226: pulls another stool and sits on it behind Scarlett...wrapping my arms around 

her slender waist.. holding her hands with mine and sways sweetly with her... pressing 

my upper body closer to her.. and humss this song to her ear.. and smiles to her in the 

mirror.. 

scarlett2angel: giggles sways in your arms and sings into the mirror as we dance on the 

bar stools 

Heart1226: tickles her with a soft blow of air unto the curves of Scarlett's ear.. pulling 

her closer to me..  

 

Kelleen 
 
Kelleen: leaning over the bar getting a liter bottle of water smiles kissing Draz's cheek, 

holding the bottle strutting from the bar to one of the cages in my jeans and white lil 

tank top 

daven14578: watches kelleen's moves 

Kelleen: hips swaying butt rolling to the beat as i walk around the cage finger sliding 

over the bars 

 

Kelleen: walking up the stairs hands up on the bars rolling my butt out to the room hair 

flying  

Kelleen: S move so my butt then back and head moving out to the room in a slow rolling 

motion 

Kelleen: turn 180 hands over my head repeating the motion chest tummy then hips 

rolling out and back 

D r a z:    watches  the sexy butt and the rolling hips 

Kelleen: turning opening the door slipping into the cage head and body shaking side to 

side to teh beat  

Kelleen: hands sliding up and down my body 

Cars_75: leans back in my seat and watches kelleen. slowly sipping my drink 

Master_joe: watching hands closely 

D r a z: smiles watching the hands as she snakes to the tune  

daven14578: whoo hoo kelleen !! 

Kelleen: making a lap around the inside of the cage looking at teh guys hair flying butt 

wiggles 

Master_joe: mmm staring back 

daven14578: damn sexy wigglin butt 

Cars_75: mmhm, that reminds my why I like this place so much... 

Master_joe: butts? 

Kelleen: facing the room gripping the bars with a "caged" look on my face then hands 

slide down the tanke slowly 

D r a z: ooh la la  

Master_joe: caged tiger,..mmm 

daven14578: ooo lala kelleen 



Kelleen: hands to my jeans unding them letting them open swaying my body back and 

froth 

Cars_75: holds my breath for a moment as she opens her jeans... slowly exhaling... oh 

my! 

Kelleen: then turning my back bending at the waist slding the jeans over my hips and 

butt the sheer baby blue panties exposed jeand dwon my thighs calves then stepping out 

of them kicking off my shoes 

daven14578: ooooohhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyy oooola LA 

Kelleen: turning one hand hodling a bar over my head leaning back swaying rolling my 

body  

Cars_75: sips my drink again, eyes locked on the lovely lady in the cage.... 

D r a z: watching the body snaking to the beat  

daven14578: the THRUSTING beat 

Kelleen: letting go swaying smiles a the guys reaching down getting the water opens it 

letting a little dribble on my lips down my neck 

Kelleen: drops falling down the tight white tank smiles at the guys  

D r a z: smiles as the white top goes transparent  

Kelleen: hand moves water pouring over my top with a lud groan 

Kelleen: loud 

Cars_75: smiles right back at the sexilicious dancer, licking my lips like lusting for the 

pouring water... 

Kelleen: the sheer top clings around my breasts and nipple 

Master_joe: mmm love wet t shirt contests 

daven14578: love wet nipples 

daven14578: mmm 

Kelleen: pushing my chest out a bar between my breasts slding up and down the bar 

daven14578: << wishes he was the lucky bar 

Kelleen: licking kissing the wet bras staff 

daven14578: << devious plan is working, hides roll of duct tape 

Cars_75: squirms a bit in my seat, adjusting my position as I enjoy the musit and the 

dancing lady 

Kelleen: stadning up legs parted head thrashing side to side pouring water over the 

panties as they become even more sheer rolling my hips 

daven14578: mmmm luv shear, sees she has plenty of water in bottle still mmm 

Master_joe: oh tes   

Master_joe: more water for kelleen please draz  cold would be best..lol 

Kelleen: setting the bottle down moving in S's and side to side in my sheer yet clothed 

cloths  

Cars_75: gasps and holds my breath again... trying not to stare.... too much 

Kelleen: looks at cars with a "it is why iam hear baby look" 

Master_joe: oo cars i gave up  i am staring 

Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles  

daven14578: screw that, stares obviously, drooling over keleen's sexy body in motion 

Kelleen: tan skin, dark nipples and my wet sex all showing  



Cars_75: I'm wearing glasses... I still hope I can hide it.. chuckles 

Master_joe: not drooling..yet... 

daven14578: luv the contract of dark nipples against supple skin 

Kelleen: finger tip running over my wet cloths then arching my head back letting drop 

dripp on to my lips 

daven14578: wooo hoooo kelleen 

Cars_75: mmmhm, that's like my best xmas gift this year.... oh my 

daven14578: its use;ess to try to hide effect shge is having 

Kelleen: archinmg my head back up strutting around teh cage a little in my wet cloths 

tugging pulling the tanks top away form my chest  

Kelleen: rolling my his shaking my hair back and forth, finger at the tiny nick cut into the 

collar of the tank as i pull and it starts parting drops of water flying out as i d o 

daven14578: mmmmmm so sexy, naked with clothes on, mmmmm 

Kelleen: it opens slow chest then tops of my breast showen the lil clevage i have as it 

slips barly clinks over my hard wet nipples 

Cars_75: sees those drops of water flying like in slow motion.... savouring this moment 

as she keeps dancing 

Kelleen: lillt rivers of water running down my chest and tummy  

daven14578: mm perfetc amount of cleavage kelleem 

Kelleen: holding one side of the ripped tank truning my bodyit coming off as i turn when 

back around dropping it to the wet floor of the cage  

Kelleen: hands slide up my tummy then cupping my A's pushing them out  

daven14578: whoooo hoo kelleen,  

daven14578: mmmm eyes her dark perky nipples 

daven14578: smiles, winks 

Master_joe: now i drool just a bit 

Cars_75: mmhm, such a good lil tease.... grins inwardly and sips again.... 

Kelleen: sliding my finger up my body my tongue flicking my finger as the  slid up my fce  

Master_joe: soo sexy 

daven14578: winks @ kelleen again, << licks lips 

daven14578: mmmm 

D r a z: all shook up  

Kelleen: hands sldie back down looking at the guyw with  sly smiles tugging the wet 

sweer pretty baby blue panties 

daven14578: wowza claps  

Master_joe: so sheer 

daven14578: sooo naughty, soooooooooooooooo good 

Cars_75: bites my bottom lips and holds my breath again... whew.... 

Kelleen: reaching back slapping my ass the wet sound filling the room 

Maxillary_Nerve: heynow!  

Master_joe: love that sound 

Kelleen: slapping again eyes close purrrs making a happy face  

Cars_75: this girl is pure temptation.... mmhm 

daven14578: mm imagines other situation where you woudl be slapping your ass, winks 



Master_joe: mmm 

Kelleen: smiles the hand comes around pulling the panties slowly teasing down off my 

hips over my pelvis swaying hips side to side 

daven14578: drinks in kelleen's increasing nakedness 

daven14578: mmmmmmmmmmm 

daven14578: so hot 

daven14578: so sexy 

Master_joe: Something very cold please Draz! 

Cars_75: grins... for me the same 

D r a z: passess joe a cup of icecubes  

Kelleen: turning my right hip to the room smiels over my shoudler the panits slide down 

my thighs bedning past my knees claves  stepping out of them  

Cars_75: makes me wonder if I should pour those ice cubes right into my pants..... 

Master_joe: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Kelleen: stadning back up hand grippng a bar over my head arching my body up and 

down breasts hips legs all rooling out to the room 

daven14578: mmmmmmm what a posiiton 

daven14578: woo hoo 

D r a z: look at the panties pooling on the  floor   as kelleen grinds out the music  

Master_joe: so damn hot 

Master_joe: looking for the steam 

Kelleen: my "free" hand slding up my wet body 

daven14578: hgolds up mine, i have two free ones 

daven14578: but knows rules 

Cars_75: holy... stares openly at the sexy feline figure in the cage... 

Kelleen: leaning my head lickng my tongue up and down the arm holding the bar  

Kelleen: body naked totaly on display 

Kelleen: swaying slow sensually 

Master_joe: staring  

daven14578: mmmmm beautiful display 

greygriffin20:    

Master_joe: amazing 

Cars_75: she knows how to get the rooms attention....such a sexy lil thing mmh 

Kelleen: walking to the back of the cage slding both hands up one of the bar gripping 

pulling my legs up wrapping them around the bar letting go with my hands and uncurles 

hangs streaching out haing by my feet streacing my naked body for all to see 

daven14578: mmmmm 

daven14578: i want to be that bar 

Master_joe: batgirl! 

Kelleen: turning right left right left  

greygriffin20: *tilts head getting a full view* 

Cars_75: nothing sexier than a flexible young lady who knows how to tease..... whistles 

grins to self.. 



Kelleen: hands on the floor unwraping my legs body doing a slow drop  to the floor then 

pushing up an O expersion on my face as i arch my cehst up off the floor  

Kelleen: getting to my feet doing a slow sultry strut hiding nothing as i move around the 

cage  

Master_joe:    

daven14578: mmm eyes your entire beauty 

greygriffin20:    

Kelleen: smiles slipping out of the cage putting on a fluffy robe walking bcak to the bar 

smiles at everyone  

Master_joe:    

daven14578: woo hoo claps loudly 

Master_joe: wow 

daven14578: AMAZING KELLEEN 

Cars_75: adjusts in my seat again....taking in a deep breath. wow.....! claps for kelleen... 

that was....A-mazing! 

Master_joe: hope this one goes in the dance diary! 

greygriffin20: another good song.....amazing dance kelleen 

daven14578: beautiful 

D r a z: woo  hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,great kelleen hugs   ........... ties the belt round the robe and 

slides   kelleen aa cold water 

Kelleen: smmiles at draz something to drink that will warm me up giddles 

Kelleen: turns thank you guys you helped so much with your energy 

daven14578: On me Draz please 

 

 

Kelleen and suzanna ss 

D r a z: http://www.fantasiawear.com/costumes-am-c159-santa-dress.htm  <<suzanna 

Kelleen: you want the outfits webster not sure you would hit in one giggles 

D r a z: kelleen's outfit >>>> http://www.fantasiawear.com/costumes-am-C185-

Christmas-romper.htm  

Kelleen: yes i am in a romper 

Bee_passionately_blue: very seasonal, you look dashing in that outfit  

D r a z: smiles as i think of  the fastenings of a romper 

Kelleen: standing next to suzanna so we fill the room with cheer 

D r a z: smiles at the contrast of the red and green outfits 

Kelleen: smiles wiggles 

suzanna ss: looks at the gentlemen, and can read their minds thinking they would be 

more than happy to take a romp with Kelleen dressed as she is 

websterace3: there goes that wiggle again wooo hooo 

D r a z: smiles and looks at the two santa's helpers ] 



Kelleen: or you suzanna you are even prettyer  

Bee_passionately_blue: you both garner attention suzanna  

websterace3: only get to romp  

websterace3: they take your breath away 

D r a z: heres the girls singing this song  

Kelleen: winks well thankies webster 

websterace3: winks back yvw Kelleen but its our pleasure to have you two in the room 

Bee_passionately_blue: of course they do - they are sensual and erotic in their elvish 

ways  

Kelleen: goes over kissing wester's cheek thank love 

websterace3: ahhhhhhhhh ty Kelleen blushes 

suzanna ss: walks around, pauses to sit on each lap and does a little wiggle and teasing 

grind 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z: grins feeling that firm tush on my  lap   

websterace3: love that grind 

Kelleen: make a note from this song can never go wrong with a box from tiffians 

Kelleen: smiles watching her get the room "warmed up" 

D r a z: laffs just the box  

websterace3: very warm now 

Bee_passionately_blue: I appreciate the feminine touch - hiddin in the soft plush velvet. 

Ty suzanna  

websterace3: I think she wants what is in the box 

Kelleen: oh the box helps but better be something in it draz 

suzanna ss: My pleasure Bee ! 

websterace3: my blood presure just when up 

suzanna ss: starts another round , this time faces each of the gentlemen, arms around 

the neck while rocking slowly and swiveling the hips 

websterace3: very nice Suzanna 

suzanna ss: thank you Webster 

D r a z: smiling feeling    the firm wiggling  tush on my lap and   looks at the    jiggling 

green top  

websterace3: feels her lovely hips on my lap mmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: looks into her beautiful eyes  

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch your eyes as you move in such a suggestive way - my 

response is to open my lips in an "o" shape of want  

D r a z: crikey yes she has eyes  

Kelleen: she has amazing eyes 

D r a z:  whistles and concentrates on the jiggling ,wiggling and giggling  

suzanna ss: gets the coy but innocent look on the face as each of the guys gets one last 

sway, swivel, and pivot of the hips 

websterace3: woooooooooo hooooooooooooo 

Kelleen: noticing they are not in a hurry to stand now giggles 

suzanna ss: mission accomplished Kelleen ! 



websterace3: falls out of my booth 

D r a z: smiles watching  the  thighs straddle and the body  wriggle  delightfully  

Bee_passionately_blue: I laugh warmly at the teasing look, that suggests innocence and 

knowing.  

Kelleen: Draz web's table may need some costers under it seems to have a lean 

D r a z: its got levitation  

Kelleen: it is holiday magic LOL 

websterace3: guess thats not all that is leaning  

D r a z: its magic  

Kelleen: after sipping my drink walks over to web's booth slowly running my fingr 

through my hair arching my tushy out giving it a shimmmt 

websterace3: see Kelleen told you you wouldn't be able to hold me down he he 

websterace3: watches Kelleen shimmy  

Kelleen: shimmy then turning leaning over lil breast wiggles then drapping my face in my 

hair  

Kelleen: then wiggles my way slowly back to the bar  

websterace3: watches the wiggleing  

websterace3: the table seems to be leaning a lot more now 

websterace3: its getting very hot in here 

Kelleen: standing at the bar bending my knee the colored lights in the decerations 

shimmer off my skin 

suzanna ss: walks to one of the dance stages, steps on it, sways a little to the tune 

websterace3: watches the two lovely ladies shimming wooo hoooo 

D r a z: watches suz  on the stage  as she sways in her out fit 

http://www.fantasiawear.com/costumes-am-c159-santa-dress.htm   

suzanna ss: spins and continues the slow sway and swivel of the hips 

websterace3: whistles 

Kelleen: sipping the warm drink watching suzanna 

websterace3: what lovely hip action 

Kelleen: watching the sparkling lights on her 

suzanna ss: steps to the pole, turns to face the crowd, one hand reaches above to grab 

the bar, and I start the slow dip and raise, hips swaying as I move up 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhh yes 

suzanna ss: runs a hand over the green stockinged leg, up my side 

websterace3: follows Suzanna every movement 

D r a z: watching the wriggling and   stroking hand  

websterace3: love the stocking 

suzanna ss: turns, both hands grab the pole, and again the hips sway with a teasing low 

dip to make the dress ride up just a little 

D r a z:  watches  the hipsand the dress  sliding  

websterace3: watches the dress uncovers more thigh 

Kelleen: watching her lovley tall perfect body 

suzanna ss: circles the hand on the hip, sways again and tugs a little higher to show more 

leg and the lace top of the stocking 



websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh yesssssssssss very lovely 

websterace3: thats a deep breath 

D r a z: grins to see the  hint of the thighs   

Kelleen: setting my drink down hands through my hair as i strut and wiggle to the stage 

walking up the stairs 

suzanna ss: takes the hat off, gives it a toss and starts another rock of the hips and a toss 

of the hair over the shoulders 

D r a z: now we have them both up there  

websterace3: woooooooo hooooooooooooo 

Kelleen: from behind suzanna running my fingers through her exposed hair  

D r a z: catches the hat as it sails through the air 

suzanna ss: drops the head slightly, keeps the sway going 

Kelleen: removing my hat letting it shield our faces as i give her a kiss on the cheek then 

tossing my hat out  

suzanna ss: rocks the hips, hands sliding over each one, and as the hem of the dress is 

grabbed, the dress comes up the legs, showing all leg and a hint of the green panty under 

the dress 

D r a z: catching kelleens hat and slipping with  suz's 

suzanna ss: moves behind Kelleen, hands gliding over her hips while still swaying 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the way they move - and how suzanna is showing of 

so much leg and that hint of green  

suzanna ss: tugs the hem of her outfit up just a little....to give a hint of what is under 

Kelleen: my hands up through my hair then behind suzanna's head her hand sliding up 

my romper 

D r a z: smiles as the girl move in  a harmony unique to them  

suzanna ss: turns back to back with her, then as we both turn to face the audience, 

sways against her butt 

suzanna ss: keeps my hands running on her hips, pressing to her, swaying, dipping and 

raising  

Kelleen: arching my butt to hers as they brush touch 

suzanna ss: spins to press to her, drapes a leg over her hip and teasingly grinds on her 

hip 

suzanna ss: spins around her, drops to the stage, runs my hands up her right leg, then 

the left 

Kelleen: my hand drops finger tips up her thight leaning back kissing suzanna 

Kelleen: bending each leg out to her  

Bee_passionately_blue: Appreciates their breasts caressing into each other - showing off 

how feminine they are.  

suzanna ss: pushes the romper up a little higher, notices the red starting to appear 

Kelleen: licks my lips rolling my head in plesure 

D r a z: smiles watching the  intertwining  of  the girls ,,,,,,,,, we are all shook up  

suzanna ss: stands and lets my hands run along her sides, up her stomach and chest 

Kelleen: reaching up pulling the strap from my romper over my head but holding the 

front over my breasts  



suzanna ss: cups the diminutive breasts and caresss them, licks the lips and leans to 

lightly brush my lips to hers 

Bee_passionately_blue: The exploration of her hands and the look on kelleen's face - 

suggestive.  

Kelleen: brusing my lips with hers letting her hold the strap 

suzanna ss: moves behind, holds the romper for her so she can work her hands on her 

body 

Kelleen: my hands up and down my thigh over my tummy eyes close head rolling  

Kelleen: up over my hips and chest purrs loud  

suzanna ss: tugs a little higher to show the lower half of her breasts 

D r a z:  smiles  at the   moves as they  co operate  to  sex it up   

suzanna ss: one hand caresses upon the taut stomach 

Kelleen: leaning my head back resting it on her shoulder  

suzanna ss: turns the head to kiss the cheek, keeps the hand moving over her stomach 

and starts lower on her body 

Kelleen: whipser for her to let the breast be exposed 

suzanna ss: down one leg, up the other, across the lower body 

suzanna ss: lets a finger trail down the lower body, feels the panty and lightly circles on it 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the way suzanna is teasing - the erotic way she 

wants to set all the senses aflame  

Kelleen: my top dropping my breast exposed  my hand cupping squizing them 

D r a z: smiles as the fingers  trace the area  .....  

suzanna ss: runs the finger along the panty covered mound, back up and this time lets 

the nails lightly drag across her stomach 

Kelleen: moaning in her ear my finger flicking my nipples 

suzanna ss: moves the nails at random over her body, again the finger tip works down to 

the covered mound and circles, then presses to the fabric 

Kelleen: rolling my hips making an O face tugging the rest of the romper to below my 

hips 

suzanna ss: slides around to her left side, drapes my leg around her hip and rocks slowly 

to the silken skin 

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch the finger work of both owner's hands. And appreciates 

the exposed skin kelleen is revealing  

Kelleen: letting my outfit drop off in jut my gstring i kneel my hand and lips up her thighs 

and legs 

Kelleen: hands slding her dress up exposing hips and gstring  

suzanna ss: with a snap tug, the romper drops to her feet, and I step away to unzip the 

dress, sways and turns away to pull it up, showing off the legs, the green g string under, 

and the suspender belt holding the stockings.....and as the dress gets tossed aside, the 

half cup bra comes into view 

Kelleen: crawling to her my hands and finger up her legs 

suzanna ss: spins again, breasts well on display, a hint of nipple showing from the cups 

suzanna ss: keeps the sway going as the hands work up and down my legs 

Kelleen: lips brushing her tummy as i sway my tush to the room 



suzanna ss: offers a hand to Kelleen, pulls her up and spins presses to her body, sways 

once more with her, looking into those lovely eyes 

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch the way the kelleen crawls - moving in that sensual way 

and how suzanna is opening inviting her in.  

Kelleen: looking back pushing swaying with her my finger strocking her body and neck 

suzanna ss: spins her around, both of us facing the audience and again my hands journey 

along the curves of her body 

Kelleen: moans my finger tips stracing along the edges of her lil bra 

suzanna ss: the finger again finds the g string covering her, moves slowly 

suzanna ss: traces along the waistband 

Kelleen: giggles getting behind her my hands on her bra cups then i slide them back 

unhooking it  

Bee_passionately_blue: watches in apt admiration as your fingers tease her bare skin  

Kelleen: pussing into her ear as i slowly teaslying slip her bra off  

Bee_passionately_blue: kelleen you have such pretty breasts - they are so perky and 

delightful. Ty  

suzanna ss: dips to make it easier for her, sways as I rise, hands moving up and down the 

midsection 

Al_dente_: hmmmm i came at the right time ....  nice sight 

Kelleen: her woundful breast exposed dropping her bra my hands over her tunning under 

her breasts  

suzanna ss: continues the slow sway and rocking of my hips as her hands continue on me 

Al_dente_: eyes drawn to the breasts cupped in Kelleeen;s hands 

Kelleen: my hair drapping her shoulder teasing her skin as my finger move tugging her 

panties a litle 

suzanna ss: spins to one side to face Kelleen, drapes the arms around her shoulders as 

we move together...our breasts brushing to the other 

Bee_passionately_blue: stares at the colour and shape of their nipples and how their skin 

is inspiring of salicious images  

Kelleen: brushing her lips with mine hands on her hips holding matching her movemtns 

suzanna ss: returns the kiss, my hands gliding and caressing her luscious butt.......and 

gives it a little squeeze 

Kelleen: kneeling down her tummy slolwy breathing on her skin 

Al_dente_: watches the beautiful display of feminine curves dancing together 

Kelleen: my face adn hair covering her from hips to thighs yet you see the side of the 

panties slding off down her legs 

suzanna ss: the eyes close, the head fallls back as my sensual arousal grows, the swaying 

slowly continues as she touches and breathhes on my energized body 

Kelleen: tossing the panties yet my hair covering her smiles up whisper ready? 

suzanna ss: nods yes 

Al_dente_: smiles as kelleen slides the panties down and off.... 

Kelleen: stadning up brushing her lips in a kiss as i move turing suzanna lettingher hand 

arond my neck and mine on her tummy holding her tight as she is nude other then 

stockings and garter belt  



Bee_passionately_blue: Appreciates the way the two of you clad - in such natural beauty.  

suzanna ss: my hand runs along her side, swaying as her hand circles and glides over my 

midsection 

Kelleen: you are stunning and have them captured dear i whipser in her ear  

suzanna ss: spins to my right and ends up on Kelleen's left hip, my hand tugs at the 

waistband of her g string 

suzanna ss: rolls it mid hip and pauses 

Kelleen: lifting my hand up tossing my hair back my hips out  

Al_dente_: shifts in my seat.... 

suzanna ss: spins to my left and drops to my knees and continues the slow roll of the g 

string down her hips 

Al_dente_: as the string rolls down a bit 

Kelleen: my smooth mound exposed fulling purring  

suzanna ss: looks up, smiles.....pauses then works the g string the rest of the way down 

her legs 

Kelleen: leanind down kissing the top of her head as i step out of it  

Bee_passionately_blue: watching as kelleen is unwrapped like a christmas present - slow 

and sensual - appreciating each revealed inch  

suzanna ss: lifts each foot to take it off, then twirls it around a finger 

Al_dente_: hmmm... beautiful! 

Kelleen: my hands slding down framing my mound 

suzanna ss: lets it fly and slowly raises, again on her left hip as again I press to her and 

start the slow sway 

D r a z: smiles and jingles the keys 

Al_dente_: ,remembers to breathe...... 

Kelleen: hands on her hips brushing her lips with my we saw our bodies on display 

Kelleen: sway 

suzanna ss: gives the hair a toss, and slides to her right, a hand once more circles on her 

midsection and down to her right hip 

suzanna ss: drops to my knees, my hands run up and down each leg 

Kelleen: swaying to the beat my hand slding down your tummy over her hips back and 

forth drawing attention to her sex  as if it needs it  

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

Kelleen: arching my hips out head going back har haning behind me  

Kelleen: smiles helping suzaan up putting on a robe oh a key? 

Al_dente_: applauds.... 

Al_dente_: bravo! 

D r a z: ok girls ........  its been a great show  .........thanks .,BRAVO 

suzanna ss: stands and gathers my clothes and steps away to get dressed 
Kelleen: smiles sitting in my robe breathing in deep 

 

 



Susanna ss and kelli- 

kelli-: stands on my chair footrest ... snapping my fingers .. moving hard side to side  

kelli-: working my hair around .. flips it back over my shoulders 

Al_dente_: the tight lace top following every move 

suzanna ss: stands and takes a sip, then sways around the barstool 

kelli-: hands out .. hips thrusting left right left right 

kelli-: works the music 

suzanna ss: spins around the barstool and continues the slow sway, hands running up my 

body, and down the sides 

Al_dente_: is not surprised suzanna is swaying after all those drinks.... but looks good. 

kelli-: rocks my head to the new beat 

suzanna ss: holds the barstool and rocks the hips, rolls them around and stands, spins 

again, continues the sway 

Al_dente_: eyes darting between the two dancing women... 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor .. does a crazy little dance down to suzannas chair 

suzanna ss: sips again and spins away from the barstool and works toward Kelli 

D r a z: smiles as we are treated to  the dancing women  

Al_dente_: dancing in progress for you..... 

kelli-: turns my back to suz.. shakes and shimmies .. turns back around  

suzanna ss: presses to Kelli and works in tandem with her, moving the hips in time with 

hers, one hand gliding over the curve of her hip 

Al_dente_: eyes back on the two sexy dancers.... 

kelli-: raising my arms high .. smooothly works my body 

suzanna ss: extends my arms to her side, continues the counter sway to her movements, 

creating a contrasting yet sensual movement of our bodies 

Al_dente_: ut huh.. cant disagree with that! 

foxy_flame_1: dances slow hands moving slowly across my body 

kelli-: adjusts my hat .. sways  

kelli-: working my hips 

suzanna ss: rests my hands on Kelli's hips and glides with her, slides them up her body 

and down 

foxy_flame_1: slides a hand to my hat and tips it for al 

kelli-: turns my back to suz... backs into her .. working to the beat 

Al_dente_: nods... "you can leave your hat on" 

foxy_flame_1: comes behind al hands on his shoulders 

suzanna ss: rests my hands on her shoulders, smiles and spins around her, then spins 

again to end up behind her, moving my hands over her hips and slowly upon her 

midsection 

Al_dente_: jumps in my seat at the touch on my shoulders... 

foxy_flame_1: slides 1 hand to his face and i come round slowly 

kelli-: hands in back of me, on suz shoulders .. leaning in  .. mmmmmmmm 

D r a z: grins watching  the girls      as they dance closely together  

foxy_flame_1: slides into my seat 



suzanna ss: leans in to Kelli, my breasts pressing to her back as we continue to move in 

tandem, again my hands lightly glide over her sensual body 

D r a z: shes fine ,,,,,,,,, oh yes  the girls are fine  

kelli-: turns my head and whispers.. I need you up on the bar to do this right 

suzanna ss: nods to Kelli and spins and works toward the bar 

Al_dente_: watches with anticipation as the girls head toward the bar 

kelli-: takes suz by the hand and moves up the back steps to the bar 

suzanna ss: follows Kelli, ready for whatever she has in mind 

kelli-: giggles... are you???  

Al_dente_: see's the grin on Kelli's face 

kelli-: twirls suz around.. puts my arms around her and sways in unison 

planenuts: reaches up and shuts my mouth 

suzanna ss: my arms slide around Kelli's waist, and I move with her, let her lead as she 

obviously has something in mind 

kelli-: incase you don't know what I have on >>  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Cinch-Side-Beach-Dress.php 

kelli-: smiles at suz ... turns her around 180 and pulls her back against me  

suzanna ss: backs and grinds a little into Kelli, looks back and smiles 

kelli-: my hands move around her .. one on her hip.. one on her tummie .. fingers wide 

apart  

kelli-: sways to the beat 

kelli-: wonders if mike was talking to Draz  

suzanna ss: the head drops slightly, the eyes close with her hands on me, and I continue 

the sway with Kelli 

Al_dente_: follows the progress of Kelli's hands.. knowing there is something in her 

pretty head..... 

kelli-: we instantly pick up the faster beat  

D r a z: watches the girls sway into each other on the bar  

kelli-: hands explore .. just a little 

planenuts: swollen heads?  faints 

suzanna ss: nods a little, tosses the hair back and continues the rocking with Kelli, feeling 

her hands move slowly and exploring  

kelli-: spins suz 180 to face me 

kelli-: hands work up her back  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's hands, as suzzanna presses back into her 

suzanna ss: spins and mimics Kelli's sways and dips, my eyes looking into hers 

D r a z: looks up at the bar as the girls move   together ..... as one   

kelli-: fingers find the zip on the back of her dress  

Al_dente_: see's the glint in Kelli's eye 

suzanna ss: smiles....and slows my rocking just a little to make it easier 

kelli-: slowly lowers the zipper 

kelli-: after unhooking the clasp 

planenuts: gulp 

kelli-: with one hand 



kelli-: very practiced LOL 

planenuts: save me Trisha! 

suzanna ss: sways the hips, shrugs the shoulders as the dress starts to lower, showing 

off the peach colored bra straps 

kelli-: zipper all the way to the bottom 

Al_dente_: smiles as the dress works it's way slowly down 

kelli-: hands on her hips  

suzanna ss: looks into her eyes, the peach colored half cup bra on full display 

D r a z: smiles watching the slow reveal  

planenuts: got to love gravity 

kelli-: hands move up her back  

Al_dente_: hmmm breasts bulging over the top of the bra 

foxy_flame_1: back 

suzanna ss: sways and rocks again in time with Kelli, the dressed bunch around my waist, 

and again I sway and rock to make it fall to the floor 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice move suzzanna 

kelli-: flips the shoulders of the dress of suz's shoulders  

planenuts: damn 

D r a z: smiles to  seethe   curvesbarely contained    

suzanna ss: looks into Kelli's eyes, as the dress rests in place while I continue the slow 

rocking 

Al_dente_: eyes follow kelli's hands.. wondering what's next! 

kelli-: steps back .. hands high .. slinky S moves watching.. waiting for suz to lower her 

arms to let the dress fall  

planenuts: Roman hands. awaits Russian fingers 

suzanna ss: the arms slowly drop, feels the dress start to slide, then as the arms go to my 

sides, the dress cascades to the floor 

kelli-: spins... holds out my hands to suz to step out  

D r a z: grins to see the matching  peach set  that  justcontains suzanna  

suzanna ss: extends the hand, rests it upon the palm and steps from it, spins to her and 

faces Kelli 

kelli-: eyes narrow.. knees bend as my hands move up her arms to her shoulders 

suzanna ss: my head falls back, the eyes close with her hands moving on me, and as they 

do, I sway and rock in response to the music and her sensual touch 

kelli-: moves beside suz.. arm around her waist .. moves her toward the stage 

suzanna ss: looks at her and slowly moves to the stage, stepping one foot in front of the 

other, making the hips swivel a little more 

Al_dente_: see's the swaying hips..... 

D r a z: grins watching the girls head to the stage  

Al_dente_: the sexy underwear.... 

kelli-: sways and swivels as we walk in unison to the beat 

suzanna ss: spins in time with Kelli, the matching peach bra and panty and the silk 

stockings and heels left on my body 

Al_dente_: doesn't even need my x-ray vision to see Kelli's thong through the lace 



touchdown366: both are looking hot 

Al_dente_: that half bra.. a perfect candidate for a clothing malfunction...... 

kelli-: moves us to the pole.. dancing in a slow rhythm around suz  

suzanna ss: slides along with Kelli, following her every move and looks at the pole, then 

at her, both of us smiling 

kelli-: slides my hands down her arms.. folding her fingers around the pole ... profile to 

you while I step back  

Al_dente_: hmmm nice curves on display 

suzanna ss: holds the pole, my body in profile, one of my breasts on display as the half 

cup bra lifts it nicely and the outline of the nipple can be seen 

D r a z: smiles watching suz aand kelli at the pole   

suzanna ss: my eyes follow Kelli as she continues to move, again moves as she does 

kelli-: snaps my fingers as I dance around the pole.. shimmies and shakes ..  

touchdown366: watches as they use the pole 

kelli-: working my body hard as I slip the lacy cover slowly up my body 

suzanna ss: holds the pole but mimics Kelli's shimmies and shakes, keeping the body in 

profile to the pole 

Al_dente_: wonders what kelli has in mind as she teases us with suzanna 

suzanna ss: watches the top being raised so teasingly slow, and I lick my lips in 

anticipation 

kelli-: slips the cover off and waves it around as I dance infront of suz  

Al_dente_: hmmm still looking great under there kelli 

suzanna ss: continues with my sways and shimmies, watching the top being waved like a 

flag, Kelli's body moving so sensually and freely 

kelli-: shakes my almost nude ass infront of her  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Micro-Thong-1075.php 

suzanna ss: one hand slips from the pole,runs over her hip, then lightly circles on the 

lovely well rounded ass 

kelli-: moves behind suz.. hands move up her sides .. move in tight behind her 

Al_dente_: hmm nice kelli.... 

suzanna ss: I keep swaying and shimming to her movements, feeling my breasts jiggle as 

the hips sway a little faster 

kelli-: smiles .. the devil is making me do it 

suzanna ss: then with her hands on me,both of my hands go back to the pole, and I lower 

my head slightly, get that slightly guilty look upon my face as if Kelli is searching over my 

body 

kelli-: my hands appear around infront of her .. moving slowly over the smooth perfect 

skin 

suzanna ss: the feet spread, I press back slightly as Kelli keeps her hands moving on me, 

softly arousing me, my head rises as the eyes close, a soft moan comes out 

Al_dente_: the outline of the nipple more pronounced... 

kelli-: hands on her hips.. pulling her back .. then moving my hands up her back  

BackFire601: very sexy ladies 

Al_dente_: watches Kellis open hands slide up the smooth expanse of her back 



suzanna ss: the head snaps up, feels the hands and nails move on my back, and as her 

hands work down my back, the hips sway and shimmy once more.....as if her touch 

dictates how I move 

Al_dente_: hoping not to miss a thing 

D r a z: smiles watching the girls    

suzanna ss: looks up, feels the looseness as the breasts slowly start to slip from the cups 

kelli-: the back straps falling to her sides  

Al_dente_: hmmmm loves the way they begin to move 

kelli-: my hands slip over her shoulders .. fliping both straps down her arms  

suzanna ss: looks back at Kelli, sees the look into my eyes, and again the hips sway and 

shimmy as the straps fall free, the cups barely staying in place around my breasts 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's fingers 

kelli-: hands move around her body .. up to the roundness bulging under the cups  

kelli-: fingers tug the cups free  

suzanna ss: my hips continue the slow sway, my head upgright as the hair gets tossed to 

one side, then I feel the breasts being bared, slowly as the bra is slid away, and once 

more the hips shimmy and sway as the upper body is now unclotheed 

Al_dente_: wattes suzanna's eyes as the cool air flows 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice breasts.... 

planenuts: yes? 

kelli-: arms move around her .. sways to the new beat  

suzanna ss: steps a little closer to the pole, the hands slide up the pole, and with the 

nipple slightly swollen, the profile view once more goes on display 

Al_dente_: hmmm love the way the breast hangs in profile...  

planenuts: very lovely 

kelli-: works my way around the pole infront of suz  

D r a z: smiles looking at the delicious shapes  

kelli-: dancing to the new tune 

kelli-: working my body  

suzanna ss: my body sways in time with Kelli's as we look into each other's eyes.  As we 

smile to each other, we keep moving to the tune, my body seems to follow each little 

movement of Kelli's 

Al_dente_: nods my head to the beat as kelli dances and sways in front of suzanna 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmm great moves from both of them 

kelli-: turns 180 .. back up to the pole infront of sux  

suzanna ss: reaches to caress her face, glides my hand down her side, over the hip 

D r a z: grins as both girls  move together   to  the beat 

suzanna ss: straightens as the pole gets sandwiched between us and my hand loosens 

her bra and slowly tugs at the left strap 

suzanna ss: the right strap is tugged and brought off her shouldeer 

suzanna ss: the left tugged a little lower, resting between her elbow and shoulder 

kelli-: lets it fall to my wrists .. flips it to the side 

Al_dente_: follows the progress as suzanna undoes the bra 

suzanna ss: watches as she works the bra down, tugs a little to assist 



D r a z: smiles as the bra goes  

suzanna ss: runs a finger under one breast, trails it down her side, over the hip 

Al_dente_: beautiful kelli... 

kelli-: reaches back .. holding the pole over my head .. leaning back  

Al_dente_: loves the two topless women... 

suzanna ss: slides the hand on the waistband 

suzanna ss: tugs on the right side, then the left 

kelli-: head back .. facing up  

suzanna ss: both hands hook the waistband and roll it over her hips...pauses midway 

suzanna ss: smiles to the guys, pauses a little more 

kelli-: working my hips slowly to assist  

Al_dente_: smiles as the thong waistband works it's way over the hips. 

suzanna ss: slides it a little further, then tugs it down and lets it fall around her ankles 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice....... 

suzanna ss: a hand slides up the left leg, then the right 

Al_dente_: gorgeous curves... 

kelli-: steps out and flips it away .. still leaning back against the pole 

suzanna ss: sways with the new tune, keeps the hands gliding over the soft skin 

suzanna ss: again over her midsection, then up to her breasts, lightly cups them as we 

both sway together 

kelli-: mmmmmmm .. moving to the slow to the new tune 

Al_dente_: watches suzanna cup the breasts in her hands 

suzanna ss: brushes Kelli's hair back while one hand circles upon her taut midsection 

suzanna ss: tosses my hair back, continues to press to Kelli as we both move, the pole 

still sandwiched between us 

suzanna ss: spins half a turn and backs again to Kelli, feels her move on me as we both 

move again, both of us in profile as our asses sway against each other 

kelli-: peels away from suz's hands and moves behind her 

kelli-: sways .. dances with her.. working my nude body 

suzanna ss: looks back as she moves around, grabs the pole and dips, slowly raises and 

sways and shimmies 

kelli-: moves back behind her ..  

kelli-: hands on her hips 

suzanna ss: turns a little to show off the body as well, tosses the hair back, and turns to 

look at Kelli 

Al_dente_: loves the bodies pressed against each other 

touchdown366: its a great sight 

suzanna ss: as her hands rest on the hips, I continue the sway and rock of the hips under 

her guidance 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist band  

Al_dente_: takes another sip of water for a dry mouth..... 

suzanna ss: slows the sway and feels the touch, smiles 

kelli-: works it down as her hips move and sway to the beat 

Al_dente_: watches the fingers cul under the waistband 



suzanna ss: looks at the audience, smiles coyly as the panty continues to get rolled over 

my swaying hips 

Al_dente_: smiles... 

suzanna ss: slows a little more, barely moving as the material continues to be slowly 

rolled down the hips 

Al_dente_: loves the sexy moves 

kelli-: rolls it down to a straight line across her extreme upper thighs 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

suzanna ss: pauses, turns slightly each way, grins a little at the view being offered by the 

well positioned panty 

Al_dente_: tease 

kelli-: hand on her tummie .. the other on her hip.. pulling her back against me .. tightly 

kelli-: smiles .. meee?? tease??? noooooo 

Al_dente_: winks 

suzanna ss: presses back and sways again in time with Kelli, reaches to glide a hand 

along her hip 

kelli-: giggles as I slowly bend my knees and drop to the floor kneeling ..  

suzanna ss: turns to look at the kneeling form, continues the slow sway, then pauses..... 

kelli-: the waist band in my teeth as I pull it down  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm great view as the panties peel away 

suzanna ss: watches, then arches back a little as the panty continues its trek down my 

thighs 

kelli-: uses my fingers to drop them off  

suzanna ss: turns each way, feigns a look of horror, then steps from the panty and 

continues the sway and shimmy 

Al_dente_: appreciates the two different but both beautiful women on stage 

touchdown366: smilesssssssssss big 

kelli-: pulls her to me.. kissing her upper thigh while I look up into her eyes 

suzanna ss: looks into her eyes, draws her lovely hair to one side, caresses her face and 

drops my own head back, my mouth open to form an O 

kelli-: kissing up one hip .. standing .. holding her hips .. moving to the beat 

suzanna ss: my hands rest upon her waist, and pauses for a moment, then moves as we 

dance with each other 

Al_dente_: watches as they look into each others eyes... swaying together 

kelli-: slowly dancing to the new slower song  

suzanna ss: smiles to Kelli, my hand lightly caresses the lovely face as we move to the 

slow beat 

Al_dente_: bodies brushin each others 

kelli-: picks up the almost jazzy beat.. turns .. backs into suz's arms  

kelli-: sways and shimmies 

suzanna ss: presses her body to mine, circles again upon her stomach, then rests the 

hands upon her hips 

Al_dente_: "you're 'gonna look good in blue" 

suzanna ss: as we sway together, I draw the hair back, lightly kiss upon her neck 



kelli-: lays my head back on her shoulder ..  

kelli-: mmmmmmmm 

suzanna ss: rests my head to hers, kisses her head and continues to let my hand caress 

her body 

Al_dente_: bodies swaying together 

kelli-: turns my face to kiss her as we move gently .. slowly 

Al_dente_: follows suzanna's hands as the caress 

suzanna ss: the hands settle upon her waist, and as we lightly kiss, the hands again 

continue the soft caress of her body 

suzanna ss: presses to her body, feels our breasts move against each other 

Al_dente_: beautiful ! 

kelli-: smiles ...  

suzanna ss: takes her hand, spins her away and brings her back, arms wrapping around 

her body 

kelli-: great dance..  

kelli-: thank you 

suzanna ss: thank you Kelli 

kelli-: leans over .. kisssssssssss 

suzanna ss: kissssssssssss 

Al_dente_: almost stands to appluad.. thinks better of it... just applauds 

Al_dente_: woo hoo 

suzanna ss: offers a hand to assist her from the stage 

Al_dente_: well done girls...  beautiful! 

kelli-: thanks for staying with us Al  

suzanna ss: thank you Al 

Al_dente_: lol could i leave... shakes head! 

kelli-: holds up a robe for suz 

suzanna ss: slips into it, then returns the favor and belts it for Kelli 

kelli-: thank you 

suzanna ss: gives her another soft kiss 

suzanna ss: you are so welcome  

kelli-: that was great 

Al_dente_: goes behind the bar.. pours two glasses of iced water for the girls 

Al_dente_: slides them across.. you'll need this! 

kelli-: sits in my chair .. takes a drink and leans back  

kelli-: thanx al  

suzanna ss: thank you Al 

Al_dente_: well done ladies.. very sexy!! 

suzanna ss: settles on a chair and takes a healthy drink 

planenuts: great and well done ladies 

kelli-: thank you Nuts 

suzanna ss: thank you Plane 

kelli-: sits next to suz  

suzanna ss: slides an arm around Kelli 



kelli-: cuddles  

kelli-: that was fun  

kelli-: you are good 

kelli-: it's hard to do that even so so the first time  

suzanna ss: It was a lot of fun, but you made it easy to follow.  You did a super job of 

choreographing it all 

kelli-: LOL thanks  

suzanna ss: You are welcome....and anytime you need a partner, I am more than ready to 

assist 

kelli-: choreography on the fly 

suzanna ss: It couldnt have gone any better 

kelli-: or zipper.. as the case may be 

planenuts: it was magical 

Al_dente_: very sensuous 

planenuts: sense u was dancing 

kelli-: any time you go in with no plan and it comes out good.. it's a great day 

suzanna ss: sometimes that is the best, just fully improvise and lets things flow as they 

will 

kelli-: smiles up at you. .thanx for dancing with me 

suzanna ss: You are welcome, and thank you for letting me have the honor 

kelli-: no honor .. just fun giggles 

kelli-: besides.. I got  you nude  

kelli-: and me too 

suzanna ss: Oh yeah, you did 

kelli-: LOL  

Al_dente_: there were stocking left.. but hey, who saw those? 

suzanna ss: not that I minded, I thought it was rather nice 

kelli-: good thing for the house rules or I would be nude all the time in here 

kelli-: not just on stage and cage  

suzanna ss: You are probably right, that could be become a new dress code quite easily 

suzanna ss: envisions the nude body of Kelli moving around the Brothel, and smiles at the 

image 

kelli-: compared to some of the bodies in here,  I'm not all that much 

suzanna ss: it doesnt take much Kelli, just work it accordingly 

Al_dente_: kepp tell'n ya kelli.. the proportions are beautiful 

kelli-: I seldom get a chance to dance twice, say nothing of with a fantastic partner 

Al_dente_: it was a gorgeous dance 

kelli-: snuggles up with suz a little tighter .. smiles 

suzanna ss: wraps the arms around her, rests my chin lightly upon her head 

suzanna ss: glides the hands over Kelli's body 

kelli-: are you inside my robe? 

kelli-: giggles 

suzanna ss: Me ?  Never ! 

suzanna ss: well, at least not at the moment. 



kelli-: well... if I were to leave the room or at least have my attention drawn away, we 

would need an admin 

Alert: An admin joined the room: Al_dente_ 

Al_dente_: anything to help the cause 

kelli-: LOL  thanx 

planenuts: seeks a chair nearby 

kelli-: I'll brb .. suzanna.. don't go away  

suzanna ss: plays statue and freezes in place 

planenuts: admires her lines 

Al_dente_: you look sexier with some animation 

suzanna ss: ok, if that is the case 

suzanna ss: smiles, turns a little from side to side, brings a leg up and tucks it under the 

other 

planenuts: thinks back to her swaying 

Al_dente_: eyes the slit in the robe as you move the legs 

suzanna ss: loosens the robe slightly, runs the hands through the hair and gives the hair 

a toss over the shoulders 

Al_dente_: hmmmm...... 

Al_dente_: much sexier than being still 

planenuts: scheming! 

suzanna ss: toys with the hem of the robe, then runs the hand over the leg 

Al_dente_: pity kelli did't get rid of the stocking too.. love the look of bare skin..... 

suzanna ss: reaches under the robe, slowly rolls down the stocking covering the right leg 

suzanna ss: points the foot outward and rolls it off the foot, lets it fall to the floor 

Al_dente_: hmm watches the smooth skin come into view.. beautiful 

suzanna ss: slides the other leg out, rolls the other stocking down, points the foot, and 

lets it rest on the foot for a moment 

kelli-: dances back from the ladies lounge  

suzanna ss: wiggles the toes, and the stocking falls to the floor 

Al_dente_: hmmm they are nice legs... 

kelli-: lonnnngggg legs  

kelli-: 5' 9 huh 

kelli-: sheesh 

suzanna ss: every inch of it 

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

planenuts: lovely stems 

suzanna ss: rests back, extends the legs out 

kelli-: I'm a runt  

suzanna ss: No such thing, you are simply the compact model 

Al_dente_: an nice smaller person if you don't mind.... 

planenuts: a dang hot runt 

kelli-: shrugs  

Al_dente_: good things cum in small packages 

suzanna ss: pulls Kelli back to me and drapes the arms around her 



kelli-: good packages cum in small things 

Al_dente_: hmmm notices the hands slipping inside the robe..... 

planenuts: yum yum 

suzanna ss: Not me ! 

kelli-: pulls my hands out of my robe LMAO 

suzanna ss: giggles 

kelli-: I need Draz to cut some slits in the pockets  

kelli-: leans back and whispers in suzanna's ear 

suzanna ss: leans in to listen 

planenuts: then looks for an away game 

Al_dente_: watches the expression on suzanna's face 

suzanna ss: listens carefully, a little smile comes across my face 

kelli-: winks at Al 

Al_dente_: leans over and presses the button on the elevator 

kelli-: straightens up and holds out my hand.. I need to finish that choreography 

 

Kelli-  (6  dances) 

kelli-: asks Draz for an hand up onto the bar 

D r a z:    lifts kelli  up onto  the bar   

kelli-: holds up my hands on his shoulders 

bigbadwoof2008: watches kelli climb up 

kelli-: spins infront of Draz .. flaring the robe high 

kelli-: sways left left right right 

D r a z:   watches  the robe open up slightly  

kelli-: pulls the rubber band out of my hair ..  

kelli-: lets it fall down my back .. shaking it  

kelli-: dancing to the beat  

Al_dente_: watches with anticipation... 

kelli-: hands on my hips.. working my body to the new tune 

D r a z:  smiles watching the haircascade down  

kelli-: leans forward .. hair flowing behind me 

kelli-: arching my back up  

bigbadwoof2008: you do have a sexy little body 

kelli-: sways .. side to side  

D r a z:  dirty littlething  

kelli-: back arched 

Al_dente_: eyes on the gaps in the robe 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Draz 

kelli-: spins ..  

bigbadwoof2008: smiling at the ass shake  

D r a z:     laffs watching  that ass shake   

kelli-: slinky S moves with my body .. starting with my hands over my head  



kelli-: the robe rising .. lot's of thigh 

D r a z:  watches  the slink slither down kelli  

bigbadwoof2008: my eyes following the thigh up to the robe line 

kelli-: rocks out to the new beat 

Al_dente_: loves the slinky moves 

kelli-: spins .. works my body  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: lifting legs high  

kelli-: robe flying every direction at the same time 

D r a z:   smiles as the robe opens  

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar .. letting the robe gap at the top  

Al_dente_: loves the glimpses under the robe 

kelli-: leans forward.. shimmies my shoulders  

bigbadwoof2008: trying to peek down the gap 

kelli-: leans farther forward  

bigbadwoof2008: peeking further down 

bigbadwoof2008: my eyeballs almost falling out 

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of woofie .. hand high .. working my body 

bigbadwoof2008: omg 

kelli-: robe gaps 

kelli-: lots of high thigh 

bigbadwoof2008: lovely woman 

bigbadwoof2008: i can smell your sexy scent 

Al_dente_: smiles as I imagine woofs view 

kelli-: winks at woofie .. jumps up  

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmmmm 

kelli-: strutts to the new tune 

kelli-: turns to profile .. winks at Al 

D r a z: smiles  as kelli is hotter than hell  

Al_dente_: like that profile 

Al_dente_: winks back 

kelli-: swishing the robe with my hands, working the tune 

kelli-: turns my back .. works my ass  

kelli-: legs straight .. feet apart .. pulls the robe wide open facing the back of the bar 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

D r a z: watches the ass shake   as i get a full view  

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice thighs and ass 

kelli-: lets the robe drop to the floor .. wearing ...     

http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html 

Al_dente_: hmmmm beautiful 

D r a z: very hot  

bigbadwoof2008: omg kelli 

bigbadwoof2008: love to touch the slits 

kelli-: spins.. strutts .. hair flying .. body moving all directions at the same time 



bigbadwoof2008: and play with the slits 

kelli-: wild dance to the new song 

bigbadwoof2008: cool touch 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands move slowly up my inner thighs .. watching the eyes watch me 

D r a z: watches all  the shaking and slow caressing  

Al_dente_: watches the material move as kelli. dances 

bigbadwoof2008: love to touch those inner thighs too 

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

kelli-: fingers trace the leg bands  

bigbadwoof2008: so sexy  

kelli-: starting from the center and working out 

Al_dente_: hmmmm  follws the finger tips 

kelli-: stands up straight .. finger taps jaw line.. deep in thought .. eyes roll  

bigbadwoof2008: yeah my thought goes deep too 

kelli-: heel pounds the new beat 

kelli-: hands move to my body 

kelli-: slowly move down  

kelli-: over the curves of my waist  

kelli-: follow my hips 

kelli-: down to the waist band 

bigbadwoof2008: you have so many curves i am getting car sick 

Harold_Rarius: takes a seat at the bar.. and watches Kelli 

kelli-: finger tips move the upper band down closer to the bottom band 

Al_dente_: gulps as more of you comes into view 

kelli-: lowering it until the bands look like one 

Al_dente_: very thin.... 

Harold_Rarius: very nice Kelli 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the music 

D r a z: smiles watching the bottoms slip on this outfit 

http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html 

lilguy_206: watches kelli's planned moves 

Harold_Rarius: nice outfit!! 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie .. the other high as the music picks up 

kelli-: hips roll and swivel as I turn  

bigbadwoof2008: love that tight tummy 

kelli-: hands explode high over my head, hips thrust hard to the beat 

kelli-: does a run, skip and leap onto the pole and spins hard 

kelli-: legs wrap .. hands fly .. spinnssssss 

kelli-: hair straigh out  

bigbadwoof2008: this girl can perform 

GerryB3: she is good 

kelli-: hangs upside down .. legs wrapped around the pole .. hips thrusting to the slower 



beat  

bigbadwoof2008: naughty little girl 

kelli-: grinds my ass against the pole 

kelli-: sways left then right then left then right 

GerryB3: just the way i like them 

kelli-: gaining momentum 

kelli-: flips up .. holds the pole with my arms and spins 

kelli-: leans back .. holding with one arm  

kelli-: slips down the pole  

D r a z: grins watching  kelli as she   dances against  the pole    

kelli-: legs and arms wrapped as I stand at the bottom  

bigbadwoof2008: yeah she is a pole expert 

kelli-: arms move up the pole .. stretching my body  

bigbadwoof2008: you know how to really work the pole kelli 

kelli-: hips thrust against the pole between my legs to the new rhythm  

bigbadwoof2008: my mind is wandering 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm 

D r a z:  smiles watching   those thighs  

kelli-: shimmies up .. lets go with my hands into a handstand 

kelli-: ass against the pole .. legs straight up 

bigbadwoof2008: i was waiting for the handstand ...   kelli's signature move 

Al_dente_: woo hoo... 

kelli-: rolls over onto my feet .. dancing hard  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: spins  

Al_dente_: follows the spinng body 

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

kelli-: slowly turning  

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view 

D r a z:  watches  the small body pulse with energy   

kelli-: hands hold the pole .. leaning forward .. bouncing my ass to the beat  

Kelleen: hmmm just in time too 

kelli-: arching my back . feet apart  

kelli-: jumps up on the pole .. spinning .. legs wrapped .. arms let go  

bigbadwoof2008: you have great control with your legs 

Al_dente_: wonders how the bottom band stays on.. 

Kelleen: watching the vision on the stage 

kelli-: reach behind me .. untying the top  

kelli-: hands from my legs.. hands over my head.. pulling the top off my arms  

kelli-: hangs 

bigbadwoof2008: mmmmmmm 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm nice//// 

bigbadwoof2008: the nakeder the better 

kelli-: hands stands .. kicks over to my feet  



kelli-: dancing around the pole.. one hand in contact with the pole at all times 

kelli-: back to the pole .. gyrating to the end of the song  

kelli-: strutts down the stage  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body as she struts 

kelli-: works my body to my final song 

kelli-: slowly turning ..  

kelli-: rolling my hips 

Kelleen: think i am heading out too again, kisses everyone  

GerryB3: see yas 

kelli-: slips the bikini bottoms down to a straight line  

Al_dente_: hmmm those hips.. 

kelli-: hands move on my body 

GerryB3: beautiful 

Al_dente_: watchin the fingers play with the bottoms 

kelli-: working my hips 

kelli-: leans back thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

Al_dente_: hmm wathes the gusset stretch.. 

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

kelli-: head touching the stage behind me 

kelli-: thrust  

Al_dente_: shift uneasily in my chair 

kelli-: collapse  

Al_dente_: woo hoo.. 

Al_dente_: applauds... 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

Al_dente_: very disturbing to a guy.... 

kelli-: thanx al  

kelli-: awwww 

kelli-: lifts up onto m y knees  

kelli-: finds the bra top and my robe 

Al_dente_: smiles at you.. 

Al_dente_: blows akiss 

kelli-: stuffs the top in my robe pocket and pulls the robe on 

kelli-: ties the belt .. moves to the edge of the bar .. leans down and give Al a 

kisssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

GerryB3: smiles too 

Al_dente_: smiles as the robe closes over the her body 

Al_dente_: kisssssssss 

kelli-: holds out my hands for a lift down off the bar 

Al_dente_: holds out my hand 



kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

Al_dente_: grasping the small hand in mine 

Al_dente_: arms reach out around you 

kelli-: lets you lift me down 

Al_dente_: as you slide off the bar 

Al_dente_: enjoying you sliding down my body 

kelli-: takes a bar chair between you and Gerry  

kelli-: sits back and crosses my legs letting the robe go where it will  

Al_dente_: smiling as you take the seat 

kelli-: did you enjoy the lil dance Gerry? 

GerryB3: smiling 

Al_dente_: enjoying what the falling robe reveals 

GerryB3: ohhh yeah 

kelli-: kinda makes you exercise your mind but ..  

Al_dente_: a beutiful body 

kelli-: not sure how much Gerry knows about me nor if he's checked out my profile but 

I'm glad you enjoyed  

Al_dente_: heh.. wel I can imagine it well! 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: mm hmm 

GerryB3: enjoted every minute 

 

kelli-: slips out of my chair to the floor 

kelli-: does a sexy lil swivel of my hips 

kelli-: hands move up the tight mesh dress  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thrusthing left left right right  

b ettena: sips the drinks and takes in the moves 

puckhound3000: but the riff works well with your walk 

kelli-: hips move in circles  

Al_dente_: watches the dress ride up a bit.... 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: shakes my butt to the beat  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: flexes my ass to the beat .. mesh dress riding up the back of my thighs  

kelli-: winks at cpt as i hop up onto the bar 

cptfire35: love it 

kelli-: strutts down the bar in time to the music 

Al_dente_: smiles with the distance the dress has ridden up 

kelli-: works my body to the music 

Al_dente_: nice thighs..... 

kelli-: http://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=26344 

cptfire35: nice everything.. 



kelli-: just for cpt 

cptfire35: thank you 

b ettena: cleans around the bar with one eye on Kelli as she moves and sways 

kelli-: works the beat .. dancing back down the bar 

cptfire35: lucky bar 

b ettena: resists the urge to look up under the dress, but does anyway 

kelli-: shakes my butt  

Al_dente_: join the crowd bettena 

b ettena: No, Kelli deserves to be doing a solo act 

kelli-: hands move up over my head .. dress riding up showing off the round bottoms of 

my bottom  

Al_dente_: lol.. the crowd looking up the dress! 

kelli-: bends knees.. slinky S moves to the new rhythm  

b ettena: Ah, ok.. 

Al_dente_: see those nice butt cheeks.... 

cptfire35: nice S you have 

kelli-: working the steady beat  

kelli-: turns .. my back to you 

kelli-: leans forward .. shakin it  

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice 

kelli-: hands move over my ass  

kelli-: fingers curl under the hem at the sides of my thighs 

Al_dente_: eyes on the fingers..... 

cptfire35: small fingers 

kelli-: works the fingers around to the front  

cptfire35: petite 

Al_dente_: tease.... 

kelli-: then around the sides as my ass sways to the new beat 

Al_dente_: admires the whole body moving as you sway your ass 

kelli-: curls the sides of the mesh  

kelli-: no visible bands  

kelli-: works my hips 

kelli-: edges the hem up ...  

kelli-: no visible bands 

kelli-: flexing my ass  

cptfire35: very flexible 

kelli-: pulls up the hem .. ties the dress around my waist .. showing off this>>  

http://www.yandy.com/Low-Rise-G-String.php 

kelli-: rocks my hips .. thrusting to the beat  

Al_dente_: very nice.... and it's tight too! 

kelli-: hands move high..  

kelli-: slowly turn.. facing up  

kelli-: hips thrust and sway 

Al_dente_: cant take my eyes off the g-string 



kelli-: body swirls  

kelli-: works it 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: body sways  

kelli-: leans back  

Al_dente_: gulps, and shifts in the chair 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: pulls up the dress to just under my boobs 

kelli-: slowly rocks back and forth 

Al_dente_: hmmm  eyes travel up the exposed tummy 

puckhound3000: i think i could use a drink too 

Al_dente_: captivated by the shimmering body 

kelli-: hands move over my skin  

Al_dente_: follows the progress of the hands 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

kelli-: swivels my hips .. slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: under the dress 

Al_dente_: love the profile..... 

kelli-: slips it off over my head ... revealing   

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00EQR3D02/ref=twister_B00H3FD7YQ 

kelli-: tosses the dress and catches it 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice 

kelli-: flips the dress between my legs and out the back  

kelli-: around my neck  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: moves ass to the beat 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: tosses the dress  

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

Al_dente_: eyes travel back to that small triangle of thin material...... 

kelli-: ass moving in circles  

Al_dente_: head moving circles 

kelli-: slowly dancing .. hand on my tummie .. one between my legs  

kelli-: slowly thrusting  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: finger tracing the center line of the g string  

kelli-: up the lil camel toe 

kelli-: fingers flare 

Al_dente_: smiles at the tease 

kelli-: smiles at Al  

kelli-: hands slowly roam over my skin 



Al_dente_: hmm imagines...... 

kelli-: up to the bottom of the bandeau 

kelli-: cups my breasts  

kelli-: thumbs slowly strum the obvious bumps  

Al_dente_: Watches the hands.. try's to read the mind..... 

kelli-: head back .. eyes close  

kelli-: hips working the slow beat 

kelli-: fingers roll the bandeau  

Al_dente_: watches ....... 

kelli-: into a thin straight line  

kelli-: small orbs cupped by both hands  

Al_dente_: hmmm not much to that! 

kelli-: head moving to the music .. hair hanging down my back .. knees apart kneeling on 

the bar 

Al_dente_: hmmm gorgeous sight 

kelli-: one hand moving down my bare torso  

kelli-: working down .. holding the tiny g string as I slowly thrust to the beat  

kelli-: hips pick up the beat 

kelli-: thrusting  

Al_dente_: watches the gstring stretch... 

kelli-: working the g string and bandeau  

kelli-: up to my feet .. slowly turning 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hair moving  

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar.. feet apart  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli   

kelli-: leans forward. 

kelli-: hair whips back and forth  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: jerk 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: hand between my legs  

kelli-: leaning back .. thrusting 

kelli-: back farther 

Al_dente_: raises an eybrow.... 

kelli-: hair touching the bar behind me 

D r a z: claps  out the beat  watching  the hips 

kelli-: head touching the bar 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: thrusting stright up 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z:  stands and applauds ........ well done  kelli   ...... 

kelli-: thanx Draz.. Al_dente_: applauds... well done kelli!! 

kelli-: leans forward.. kissss. thank you Al 



kelli-: leans across .. hands on Als shoulders.. shimmies to the new song 

kelli-: the barely there bandeau keeping me legal  

Al_dente_: lol... but I have an imagination 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Draz  

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

Clay McCain: thought somebody might be getting intothat song 

kelli-: spins ...  

Clay McCain: whoa......kelli has moves 

kelli-: does a graceful dance 

kelli-: spins .. dance down the bar 

lauraparty: there ya go Clay, you got yourself a dancer 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar, feet apart.. air guitar 

kelli-: sways to the gentle rhythm 

major_in_foreplay: do you play the flute  

Clay McCain: ha....well, kelli is fun to watch for sure 

kelli-: hands move high over my head  

kelli-: smiles down at major  

major_in_foreplay: that's quite the tight sweater you've got on kelli  

kelli-: I have on my work uniform.. not exactly sexy 

major_in_foreplay: what uniform is that  

Bee_passionately_blue: um... you are sexy and beautiful in whatever you wear kelli - and 

wear nothing at all  

kelli-: works the buttons open on the shirt 

Bee_passionately_blue: we all know that  

major_in_foreplay: okay thanks gabi  

Al_dente_: smiles as kelli works the buttons 

kelli-: pulls off the shirt and spins it over my head .. dancing around on the bar 

kelli-: heel toe heel toe 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: does a little country dance 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar infront of major 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: thrusting  

  

kelli-: unhooks the belt 

 kelli-: snaps it on the bar like a whip 

kelli-: left side right side left side 

kelli-: spins ..  



lauraparty: i think i got a whole bunch from work yesterday lol 

kelli-: back to you 

major_in_foreplay: lmao  

kelli-: the pants loosen  

Al_dente_: stays well back as kelli weilds the belt 

kelli-: drops to the floor .. steps out 

Al_dente_: ... but keeps looking! 

kelli-: steps out 

kelli-: bikini panties hugging my lil bod 

Clay McCain: kelli does have some of the sexiest panties...I must admit 

Gabriela92: Hi, Scarlett 

lauraparty: hi scarlett 

Clay McCain: hello scarlett 

scarlett2angel: Hello everyone 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the beat 

scarlett2angel: i got here just in time 

kelli-: scottish dance 

Al_dente_: Hi Scarlett 

major_in_foreplay: it's getting hot in here  

scarlett2angel: hello Al 

major_in_foreplay: hi scarlett  

scarlett2angel: hello major 

scarlett2angel: ice won't help  

kelli-: a lit MJ!! 

kelli-: slips it down the front of my bra 

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: around the edges of my boobs 

scarlett2angel: hugs Gabi welcome back 

kelli-: works it to the music  

kelli-: a little MJ dance .. liquid bones 

kelli-: taps my chin to the beat.. who else can I pick on  

kelli-: does a sneaky lil step over to the girls 

Al_dente_: well you did have your hand up her back... 

kelli-: dances infront of them  

kelli-: slowly turns 

Gabriela92: smiles broadly 

kelli-: slinky lil moves 

Gabriela92: watches the lithe, sexy form 

scarlett2angel: last time i raised my hand it went up th e wrong back  

kelli-: turns my back .. working my ass to the beat 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the rhythm 

kelli-: leans forward  

Gabriela92: glances quickly from one sweet, tight little bun to the other.... mmmmm 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 



scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers hops onto the bar and smiles at kelli 

kelli-: dances around in a circle 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh nooooooooo  

scarlett2angel: who's bad 

kelli-: I'm not in a training mood  

D r a z: lafsf watching  scarlett 

kelli-: points to myself 

Al_dente_:  

scarlett2angel: winks at draz  

scarlett2angel: kelli can train me  

kelli-: backs up to scarlett 

kelli-: dances my butt against hers 

Al_dente_: watches the two sexy girls o stage... smiling 

scarlett2angel: bumps my ass rocks my head and dances around behind kelli 

Al_dente_: head nodding to the beat 

Clay McCain: now that's some great ass bumps...smiles 

kelli-: NOW.. I might help train HIM !!!  LOL 

kelli-: hair flying .. bumping bunns 

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers shakes my hips left and right 

kelli-: sways infront of Al 

kelli-: looks down .. watching Al's eyes 

Al_dente_: eyes following 

kelli-: slinky sway 

Al_dente_: smiles into your eyes then scans your body...... 

kelli-: fingers work down my body 

Al_dente_: following the fingers 

kelli-: rolls the bikini panties .. twice 

kelli-: hips circle  

Al_dente_: gulps as more skin emerges..... 

scarlett2angel: wont whisper you any more 

kelli-: rolls them again 

kelli-: pulls them up tight  

Al_dente_: hmmm not much left of them now... 

kelli-: camel toe .. tight 

Al_dente_: the thin material 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: leans back thrusting 

D r a z: wow gabri  ,,,,,,,wb again  

kelli-: hands move all over me 

kelli-: leans back farther 

Al_dente_: ,finding it difficult to look into her eyes now.... 

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 



kelli-: collapse  

Al_dente_: yay!! 

Al_dente_: applauds Kelli... 

lauraparty: amazing work kelli 

D r a z: woo hoo great dancin and spining kelli   

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssss Al didnt move  

Al_dente_: nope 

Al_dente_: not juuuuuust yet 

kelli-: collects my work clothes  

kelli-: thanx everyone 
kelli-: that was fun 

 

kelli-: sway and bouncing to the beat 

garrett523: *smiles watching the lovely kelli move* 

kelli-: smiles.. looks around at everyone  

kelli-: winks @ garrett 

D r a z: looks over at kelli   

garrett523: *returns a wink* 

kelli-: workin it in my chair to the new rhythm 

Kelleen: smiles at kel 

garrett523: gotta love it when a sexy lady dances to a jazzy beat 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sips his coffee just reaxing*  

kelli-: dances over to Max .. don't want him "reaxing" too much 

Maxillary_Nerve: lmao  

kelli-: sways .. hands on hips... HIS 

kelli-: eye to eye .. leaning down 

kelli-: giggles.. straightens up and spins 

Maxillary_Nerve: no rest for the weary i see lmao  

kelli-: hands move high over my head .. bends at the knees and shimmies my ass at Max 

Kelleen: watching Max eyes go wide 

kelli-: we rest when we are dead 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles. good thing i picked my normal seat  

kelli-: you wouldn't wanna be pickin out someone elses seat 

Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles this is true...  

kelli-: "bouncing" down to garrett 

kelli-: duct tapes him to his chair 

garrett523: *smiles to kelli as she walks over... takes a seat at a table* 

Maxillary_Nerve: lol  

kelli-: does a slinky lil move right infront of him 

garrett523: *smiles watching those hips sway as she moves* 

Kelleen: smiles watching the dance and how kel has the men in her spell 



kelli-: facing him, running my hand over my body .. since his hands are immobile 

Maxillary_Nerve: Kicks up his feet, sipping my coffee.  

garrett523: *gives her a wink as she touches herself* 

D r a z: smiles watching the  hands  

kelli-: rolls up onto the bar 

kelli-: does a fun lil shuffle 

Kelleen: sipping my tea watching  

kelli-: slowly unbuttoning my work shirt 

D r a z:   smiles watching   the shuffle down  the bar 

garrett523: *whistles as he cannot clap* 

kelli-: pulls it back and uses it like a towel across my butt 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

garrett523: yeah! 

kelli-: tosses the shirt at Kel  

kelli-: stands infront of Draz  

D r a z:  watches   the slow strutt to  the beat  

kelli-: feet apart  

Kelleen: catching it holding it  

D r a z:           looks up a t kelli   

Kelleen: brushing it to my face  

kelli-: sways and gyrates to the beat 

Maxillary_Nerve: Just takes it all in smiling  

kelli-: Kel, will you retape garrett please 

Kelleen: smiles alying the blouse aside then retaping garrett 

kelli-: unbuckling my belt .. watching Draz watch me 

Kelleen: hello man 

D r a z: those nimble fingers! 

kelli-: drapes the belt over Draz shoulder  

kelli-: leaning forward..  

D r a z:   smiles as the belt drapes over my shoulders 

kelli-: jiggle jiggle jiggle 

Kelleen: smiles we will hve all her cloths soon draz 

D r a z:    watching  the  jigglies    ,winks  

Maxillary_Nerve: woo hoo!  

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: strightens up .. works the blues beat  

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

D r a z: the blues  rocking those hips    

kelli-: reach the button on my pants 

kelli-: rocking in a slow motion  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: pops open the button  

Kelleen: folding her shirt laying it on my lap smiles up 



D r a z:    eyes the oepning  in the pants  

kelli-: hands move high.. lets to pants work down my hips..  

kelli-: hips move around and around as the pants slip 

D r a z:  watches those pants slide slowly down   

kelli-: finally they slip off and down my legs  

kelli-: steps out of them and strutts  

Kelleen: reaching gettng her pants putting with her shirt  

kelli-: plants my feet at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: shakes 

kelli-: shudders  

kelli-: and quakes  

D r a z: the tiny body  moves in and out  to  the beat  

kelli-: hands behind my head..  

Kelleen: her lil body ozzing sexuallity and energy 

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: watching the boys pants suddenly grow tight  

kelli-: giggles 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sips his coffee and smiles*  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: slowly over my hips 

kelli-: left hand on my tummie.. fingers wide apart  

indyjones42: sits down quietly at the back  

Kelleen: smiels looking out over the room it looks like a camp sight with all the tents 

kelli-: giggles @ kel 

D r a z:     wig wams   and teepees   

kelli-: right hand slips between my legs .. cupping myself 

kelli-: eyes close 

Kelleen: well lots of tents and one lil wet little stream giggle 

kelli-: head slowly back  

kelli-: hips thrusting into my hand to the slow blues rhythm 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: rolls to my side 

Maxillary_Nerve: looks over to see if draz calls the paramedics  

kelli-: then face down 

kelli-: grinds on the bar  

kelli-: the white bikini panties showing off the round orbs of my ass 

D r a z: sees  that lithe body  snake on the bar   

Kelleen: waving my hand infront of my face cooling off 

kelli-: hands next to my shoulders on the bar 

kelli-: does a push up .. arms and legs straight .. just hands and toes on the bar 

Kelleen: and she gets her work out in too giggles 

kelli-: holds for a few seconds 

kelli-: then pops up 



kelli-: welcomes max back with a wiggle 

Maxillary_Nerve: thanks kelleen!  

kelli-: smiles and jumps off the bar 

Maxillary_Nerve: and thanks for the wiggle kelli !  

D r a z: smiles and stands to applaud kelli  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,  good one  kelli  

kelli-: collects my clothes  

kelli-: thank you Draz  

Kelleen: handing her her cloths and clapping  

kelli-: slips my clothes back on  

kelli-: hi daven  

 

 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Burgundy-Beauty-Teddy.php 

Master_joe: oo lacey 

kelli-: whips  the robe around hard as I break into a wild lil dance 

Al_dente_: Hmmm nice teddy.... 

Al_dente_: like to cuddle that at night..... 

kelli-: leans forward.. shimmies  

kelli-: wild dance 

kelli-: hair flys  

kelli-: lift legs high 

Master_joe: so hott mmm 

Al_dente_: Nice legs... 

GerryB3: lovely legs 

kelli-: Pals timing is impeckerable 

kelli-: picks up the beat.. dancing hard 

kelli-: working my body to the rhythm 

kelli-: turns my back 

kelli-: swaying .. bumping ..  

kelli-: leans forward  

Master_joe: mmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: working my hips 

kelli-: waits for it  

Al_dente_: feel a tango comming on........ 

kelli-: don't think so  

Al_dente_: nope.... 

kelli-: sheesh 

kelli-: ok .. we'll go with it 

Master_joe: tango! 

kelli-: slides my hands up the back of my legs  

kelli-: feet apart .. back toward you 

kelli-: hands cup my butt cheeks  



kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair falling down my back  

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: hands move around my hips 

indyjones42: on fire tonight kelli 

kelli-: facing up .. hair moving to the rhythm 

kelli-: if you only knew Indy 

Al_dente_: fallows the gentle swaying... 

Master_joe: gets teh fire extingusher in case kelli self combusts 

kelli-: spontanious cumbustion is very possible  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: show between my thighs  

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: sways my ass  

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: picks up the new beat 

GerryB3: what a nice ass 

Master_joe: yes mmmm 

kelli-: spins .. moves in a graceful sweeping gesture  

kelli-: sways as I walk down the bar infront of the boys 

kelli-: eyes narrow ..  

Master_joe: uh oh 

kelli-: move from set of eyes to the next  

Al_dente_: smiles as Our eyes meet 

kelli-: swaying, walking in rhythm 

kelli-: licks my lips  

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: hands move over my hips 

kelli-: leans back  

GerryB3: blows a   

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: hips circle 

kelli-: left left right right 

Master_joe: mmmmmmmmmm 

GerryB3: yummm 

kelli-: for those who missed my outfit  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Burgundy-Beauty-Teddy.php 

kelli-: shakes and shimmies  

kelli-: working the beat  

kelli-: spins.. leans forward .. flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: does a hot lil strutt to the stage 



kelli-: hands on the pole 

Master_joe: mmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: sways and shimmies 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and spins 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair hanging down  

Al_dente_: eyes the llose fitting teddy.... 

kelli-: spins and lets go of the pole 

kelli-: arms grab the pole below me .. spins  

kelli-: legs fly  

Master_joe: spinn! 

kelli-: slows ..  

kelli-: feet touch the floor 

kelli-: hides behind the pole 

kelli-: peeks out ..  

kelli-: arms move up the pole  

kelli-: hips thrust the pole to the beat 

Master_joe:    

indyjones42: loving the thrusting... 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: moves infront of the pole 

kelli-: leans back against it 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: hands over my head around the pole 

Al_dente_: sways to the beat... 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hips sway gently 

Al_dente_: watching the beautiful woman on stage 

kelli-: gentle thrusting 

kelli-: fingers move through my hair 

kelli-: pulls it down infront of me 

Master_joe: mmm hiding? 

kelli-: peeks out .. parting it for my face  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: then crossing infront of me  

Master_joe: mmmm 

Master_joe: so hottt 

kelli-: fingers hook the straps and move them down my arms 

GerryB3: she is 

Master_joe: oh my 

kelli-: pulls my arms out 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches the straps come down 



kelli-: leans forward.. working the beat 

Al_dente_: lol.. well they say if you get 7 out of ten on your list you are doing well! 

Al_dente_: starts ticking the boxes here 

kelli-: leans back against the pole 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

Al_dente_: see's the body swaying.... 

Master_joe: watchinghands closely 

kelli-: onto my thighs 

Master_joe: mmmmm 

kelli-: slipping up the sides of my thighs pulling up the short, lose fitting bottoms  

Master_joe: peeking 

kelli-: forms a g string with a camel toe  

kelli-: hips thrust to every other beat  

Al_dente_: tick... loves it... 

Master_joe: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: pulls up harder  

Master_joe: camel toe 

kelli-: to the waist  

Master_joe: yess 

GerryB3: ohhh yesss 

kelli-: dancing, thrusting, turning 

kelli-: rocks my ass  

Master_joe: rocket ass 

kelli-: working it  

kelli-: sways side to side  

kelli-: working it 

Al_dente_: hmmmm sooo sexy... 

kelli-: hard 

GerryB3: so beautiful 

Master_joe: work it kelli 

Master_joe: my eyes getting a workout 

kelli-: pulls up until my thumbs can reach the edge of the top 

kelli-: slowly pulling it down to meet the waist  

kelli-: ass circles .. workin it  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: then back  

kelli-: then forward 

kelli-: then back  

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

Master_joe: w o w 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

kelli-: hair covering the front  

Al_dente_: those gorgeous breasts 

kelli-: pulls the whole teddy off my hips 



Master_joe:    

Al_dente_: watches it's progress. 

kelli-: leans back against the pole 

kelli-: lets the teddy fall  

kelli-: hands move over my skin 

Al_dente_: hmmm   follows the hands.. imagines..... 

kelli-: hips sway .. thrusting gently .. left left right right 

kelli-: hands continue up my body 

kelli-: under my hair 

kelli-: over my boobs 

Master_joe: yesss 

kelli-: fingers move to up under my hair .. to my temples .. pulling it back  

Master_joe: mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: shaking it out behind me 

kelli-: open my eyes ..  

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

kelli-: hands above my head .. around the pole 

kelli-: working the music 

kelli-: slowly moving around the pole 

GerryB3: what a work out 

kelli-: arms and legs around the pole 

indyjones42: definitely warm in here 

Al_dente_: watches the slowly circling body... 

kelli-: innocent look on my face  

GerryB3: lucky pole 

Al_dente_: pffft 

Al_dente_: a sexy look... 

kelli-: head down .. eyes looking up .. standing nude wrapped around the pole 

Al_dente_: beautiful..... 

kelli-: some call it the cum fuck me look 

puckhound3000: that pole will hold up the ceiling for years to come 

Al_dente_: admires the gorgeous feminine curves 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: lol puck 

kelli-: legs wrapped .. hands release  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: farther  

kelli-: hair hanging down behind me 

Al_dente_: captivated by the curves.. the lines as she leans 

kelli-: hands touch the floor behind me.. inverted U 

Al_dente_: hmmm eyes roaming her body 

kelli-: moves up to hand stand against the pole  

kelli-: working the rhythm .. kicks over to my feet  



kelli-: drops to my knees 

Al_dente_: smiles at the move 

kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: fingers brush my hair back  

GerryB3: imagination running wild 

kelli-: rocking front to back  

kelli-: then swaying side to side 

kelli-: facing up  

Al_dente_: following the beutiful shapes as Kelli moves 

kelli-: hands move over my nude body 

Al_dente_: imagines how that feels 

kelli-: dancing on my knees  

kelli-: hands down to my hips 

kelli-: pops up ..  

kelli-: let me know when you guys get bored  

Al_dente_: ummmmmmmmmm   okkkkkkkk 

Al_dente_: we will! 

indyjones42: <<not bored 

Al_dente_: promise 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole 

kelli-: pole 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: hair flys  

GerryB3: can never get bored with kelli 

kelli-: lets go with my legs 

kelli-: flies around the pole 

kelli-: thrusting my legs high over my head and wrapping them around the pole 

Al_dente_: <tries to figure out why I love the female form so much.. especially someone 

like Kelli 

Al_dente_: <gives up and enjoys... 

kelli-: hangs upside down .. twisting and shimming to the music 

Al_dente_: eyes focus the intimate bits..... 

GerryB3: i know what you mean al 

kelli-: works the beat  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole 

kelli-: legs let go .. flies  

kelli-: pulls in my legs  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: lands feet on the floor  

kelli-: prancing to the beat 

Al_dente_: breasts jiggling with the beat 

kelli-: whole body gets into the beat  

kelli-: works it  

kelli-: hands move high  



kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: stretching .. thrusting .. moving to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: working my ass to the beat 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Al_dente_: loves the profile as she turns... breasts, nipples,,, thighs 

kelli-: leaning forward  

GerryB3: oohhh what a ass 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

kelli-: dance hard ...  

kelli-: hair flying 

Al_dente_: breasts hanging beautifully 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: profile to Al  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thrusting 

Al_dente_: A beautiful body.... 

indyjones42: go kelli 

kelli-: short cropped heart shape between my fingers 

kelli-: hand moves across lower tummie  

kelli-: thrusting .. working hips 

kelli-: fingers spread  

kelli-: imagine the rest  

Al_dente_: head nodding with the beat 

kelli-: LOL  

Al_dente_: smiling at the beauty.. 

GerryB3: eyes glued to the beauty 

kelli-: works over to the pole  

kelli-: slips around it  

kelli-: dancing with the pole 

kelli-: spins.. catches the pole 

kelli-: both hands on the pole 

kelli-: sways and moves with the pole 

kelli-: in my arms 

kelli-: holds the pole over my head  

kelli-: moves in a slow spin 

kelli-: works my hips to the beat  

Al_dente_: ,enjoying the spectacle 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: back to the pole 

kelli-: hands high .. twisting around the pole 



kelli-: back against the pole 

kelli-: grinds  

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: facing up  

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: back arching 

kelli-: read the banner quickly 

kelli-: ok then don't 

kelli-: finds the finger cymbals  

indyjones42: reluctantly waves bye to kelli, g'night all 

kelli-: working my hips 

kelli-: clicking the cymbals to the beat 

kelli-: standing .. feet apart .. belly dancing 

kelli-: working the music  

puckhound3000: don'tknow what finger cymbals are, but,intriguing 

kelli-: hips move  

puckhound3000: oh, belly dancing, now i know what they are 

Al_dente_: hears the cybals click.. but eyes focussed elsewhere... 

kelli-: 

https://www.missbellydance.com/Bellydancing_Zills_p/zill02.htm?gclid=CO6M3KvMgM

oCFc4XHwodxPkM6w 

kelli-: slowly turns .. cymbals click to the music 

kelli-: working my ass  

Al_dente_: cathes a glint of light from the cybals 

kelli-: click click click clik 

Al_dente_: bat watches the ass 

kelli-: wiggles .. wiggles wiggles 

kelli-: that was fun 

kelli-: moves back to the pole 

Al_dente_: lol 

kelli-: moves to the gentle chords  

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

Al_dente_: sighs.... watching the gently swaying body 

ukjake39: slips in quietly nodding a good morning to all 

kelli-: winks at Jake .. my body twisting around the pole 

kelli-: need age on your profile chris 

kelli-: works around the pole  

ukjake39: grabs the nearest seat with the best view 

kelli-: let me know when it's there chris 

kelli-: works my hands up the pole stretching my nude body 

Al_dente_: love the way she works naked..... 

kelli-: sways.. thrusts left left right right  

ukjake39: scans kelli's hot body 

kelli-: wraps my legs around the pole 



kelli-: jumps down ...  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: snaps my fingers 

kelli-: shifting my weight left right left right 

ukjake39: foot taps to the beat involuntarily as i watch kelli spin 

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: slips my teddy on  

kelli-: does a little strutt back to the bar 

ukjake39: sits transfixed as i watch 

Al_dente_: applauds kelli as she gets dressed 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

kelli-: stands at the edge  

Al_dente_: gets her some iced water..... 

kelli-: smiles at Al and Jake 

ukjake39: woot woot glad i made it in just in time 

ukjake39: thinks about standing and clapping but decides sitting is better for the 

moment 

kelli-: working the bluesy beat 

Al_dente_: <hides the robe....  as I like the teddy 

kelli-: laffs at Al .. winks at Jake.. smiles at Draz  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

ukjake39: lusts at Kelli 

kelli-: works the song  

kelli-: swaying  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: works the beat 

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: hips thrusting stright up  

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: yay!!!! 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

D r a z: stands and appluads kelli   .......well done  kelli  

kelli-: straightens up 

ukjake39: more cheers for kelli 

kelli-: smiles .. thank you  

Al_dente_: <reluctantly produces the robe 

kelli-: sigh.. ok.. I'll put it back on 

kelli-: LOL 

Al_dente_: must you?? 

kelli-: pulls the belt off your shoulders 

 



kelli-: dances around and between the guys  

tigerzjill: winks at Kelli as she dances around the room 

kelli-: bumps rather on the way past  

kelli-: hands high.. spins .. bumps Jill  

kelli-: grins and winks 

ratherbe: falls off my bar stool  

kelli-: leans over for my New Years Kiss from rather  

ratherbe: looks up and kisses kelli's sweet lips  

kelli-: smiles .. dances over to Al  

kelli-: hands on the arms of his chair .. shimmie shimmie shimmie to the new song 

Al_dente_: smiles at the gyrating girl 

kelli-: do I get a New Years kiss??? 

Al_dente_: leans forward.... 

Al_dente_: kisses you softly 

kelli-: gives Al a long wet kiss 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: pressing him back in his chair 

Al_dente_: <will take all of this I can get..... 

kelli-: pops up to my feet and dances back up toward Jill  

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: climbs on Jill lap .. facing her .. legs around her.. fingers pressing her hair back .. 

eyes lock .. do I get one? 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli and Jill 

kelli-: sways my body to the beat .. waits  

tigerzjill: smiles so big 

tigerzjill: licks my lips 

kelli-: leans in  

tigerzjill: whispers softly yessssssss 

kelli-: kissssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

tigerzjill: runs my fingers throughr your soft hair 

tigerzjill: kissing back passionately 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmm  

tigerzjill: melting into the kiss 

kelli-: eskimo kiss .. pops to my feet .. prances down toward Kel  

tigerzjill: blushes wow  

kelli-: works the music  

kelli-: get down on it 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: I think I forgot to mention what I changed into  

D r a z:  wipes the bar watching      

Al_dente_: who cares when you kiss like that? 

kelli-: you might 

kelli-: LOL 



kelli-: works my body infront of Al to the new beat 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Zipper-Bra-and-Panty-Set.php     incase you 

were curious 

Al_dente_: Hmmmm very sexy outfit! 

kelli-: slinky moves .. dancing around everyone 

D r a z: hot out fit  kelli  

kelli-: glad you like it  

kelli-: the small fits me like a glove  

Al_dente_: I can see that! 

kelli-: sits in the chair next to Al .. smiles.. I guess the guys had to leave in a hurry  

Al_dente_: glances down for a closer view of the outfit 

Zoe m9: settles upon the barstool, lifts long enough to smooth the dress, then settles 

upon the barstool 

kelli-: fits so perfectly .. your imagination doesn't have to work very hard  

Al_dente_: I know that, but don't cut my viewing short! 

D r a z: smiles watching the girls,, looking so  hot to night   

kelli-: swivels my chair to face you .. that better? 

Al_dente_: enjoys that you know I'm looking.... 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: enjoys that you are  

Al_dente_: does that zipper undo the front entirely? 

kelli-: just down between the cups .. not into two sections 

Al_dente_: pity... but we could modify it....... 

kelli-: similar to the two on my hips  

Al_dente_: I see that... 

Al_dente_: got those figures.. 

kelli-: don't need to ,, pulls my hair over my shoulder to show you how the haulter ties in 

the back behind my neck  

Al_dente_: ut huh..... 

D r a z: laffs  thats easy escape   

kelli-: stands .. turns my back to Al.. the bottoms are a cross between a thong and bikini 

bottoms 

kelli-: shows some cheek but not all of them  

kelli-: slowly runs my hands over the exposed portions 

Al_dente_: checks the bottom.. pretending I don't know already 

D r a z: smiles perfect to dance in  

Al_dente_: and i mean "the bottom" 

Zoe m9: Very sweet outfit Kelli 

kelli-: smiles @ Draz  

kelli-: thank you Zoe .. did you see it? 

Zoe m9: I saw the link shortly after I entered the room 

D r a z: http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Zipper-Bra-and-Panty-Set.php   

Al_dente_: notes the way the material clings to her bottom...... 

kelli-: fingers pull it out a little and let it snap back  



kelli-: sways in my "workin clothes" . ...  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: feet apart .. working my hips left and right 

D r a z: laffs  watching kelli tease  

Al_dente_: such a firm snap back.. 

kelli-: lets my hands move slowly over my body as I sway 

kelli-: laffs at Draz ... a tease never follows through  

Al_dente_: fingers bushing smooth taught skin 

kelli-: sways harder as the beat intensifies 

Al_dente_: supple body...  swaying and moving so beautifully 

kelli-: hips leading side to side .. followed by body and finally shoulders and head .. hot 

little S moves  

D r a z: grins watching kelli  as she moves  

Kelleen: taking a seat watching the moves 

kelli-: rolls up onto the bar  

 Al_dente_: eyes the retreating girl..... 

kelli-: stepping high and hard .. knees working high  

kelli-: doubles the steps in time 

kelli-: works down the bar  

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar ... stands with my feet apart  

kelli-: shoulders and body sway  

Al_dente_: eyes travel from the feet up... smiles.... 

kelli-: hands slowly work down my body 

kelli-: down my rib cage to my hips 

Al_dente_: imagines the feel of the smooth skin.... 

kelli-: flips the zipper tabs with my fingers  

kelli-: watching Al and Kel  

dino_uk_1: sorry about what happend 

kelli-: looks over and winks at Draz  

D r a z:  winks at kelli  

kelli-: smiles .. hands works down  

Al_dente_: nods with the beat as kellis body moves sexily 

kelli-: picks up Al's nod .. to the beat  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: leans forward .. back .. forward .. back  

kelli-: working the music  

Al_dente_: hips moving side to side 

kelli-: leans back .. one leg up .. air guitar 

D r a z: watches kelli as she weaves her magic  

kelli-: slowly turning.. hips swivel to the beat  

Al_dente_: mareial clinging obediently 

kelli-: back to you .. moves my ass in rhythm .. leans forward  

kelli-: sways to the new beat  

kelli-: left heel pounds the bar to the music  



D r a z:  watches     the swaying      

kelli-: making my ass wiggle, in time 

Al_dente_: the clinging shorts not hining much.. 

Al_dente_: hiding 

kelli-: giggles @ hining .. on my hiney  

D r a z:  laffs 

9187bob: its a great hiney 

Al_dente_: well the bood is draining 

kelli-: arching my back .. head way back .. hair moving with my body  

kelli-: moves in a circle .. hips swivel around and around  

D r a z:  smiles watching the hair     swish and  hips swivel  

kelli-: prancing down the bar  

Al_dente_: winks at kelli as she dissapears down the bar 

kelli-: works my way to the stage  

kelli-: grabs the pole  

9187bob: heads to pervert row 

kelli-: holds it close .. legs wrap and spins  

Al_dente_: just as well I cleaned that pole last night 

kelli-: smiles @ Al.. thanx  

kelli-: shimmies up the pole .. legs wrapped.. hands high over my head stretching my 

body 

kelli-: leans back .. head back .. hair hanging down  

9187bob: throws  money 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli against the pole  

kelli-: lets my hands go  

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: arms around the pole below my body, release my legs and spins 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice.... 

9187bob: twitches in seat 

kelli-: wraps one arm and one leg .. spins  

kelli-: hair flying straight out 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: working down the pole 

kelli-: locks legs on the pole  

kelli-: leans back  

9187bob: throws more money 

kelli-: hangs upside down  

Al_dente_: watches kelli work her body around the pole 

D r a z:   smiles watching kelli  move  agaist the pole   

kelli-: hands on the floor .. hand stand.. my ass against the pole  

kelli-: breaks over onto my feet  

Al_dente_: whoah!! 

kelli-: dancing to the song.. long .. slowish moves  

9187bob: falls out of chair 



kelli-: runs three steps .. somersaults to the bar .. works to the edge  

kelli-: stands at the edge .. punching the air in rhythm  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli  on the edge   

kelli-: leans back  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the legs... 

kelli-: over backward.. hands on the bar behind me in an inverted U shape 

kelli-: kicks up to a handstand .. and back onto my feet  

kelli-: punching the air in rhythm  

Al_dente_: where does she get the energy......? 

kelli-: shhhh I can't tell LOL 

D r a z: great  athleticic moves ,,,,,,, such a supple body  

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: works my body to the new beat 

D r a z: winks back 

kelli-: rolls my hips as I slowly turn  

kelli-: I guess I should show bob my outfit  

Al_dente_: smiles at the hip moves.... 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Zipper-Bra-and-Panty-Set.php 

kelli-: works it  

kelli-: back to the boys 

kelli-: rolls the hips 

D r a z:  grins watching the hips  

kelli-: leans forward .. arching my back  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the rhythm  

kelli-: working the beat  

9187bob: damn, hardly an 'outfit' 

kelli-: mine is a small .. since I'm small  

9187bob: you wear it well 

Al_dente_: the clinging material showing every ripple of musles under it. 

kelli-: slow, sexy lil strut  

kelli-: nods and smiles @ Al.. mm hmmm 

Al_dente_: maybe not so pure when I see that strut 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

Al_dente_: and that doesn't help... shifts in my chair 

kelli-: plants my feet apart at the edge of the bar infront of the boys 

kelli-: fingers toy with the front zipper.. I'm just getting warmed up  

D r a z:  smies looking up at kelli  

kelli-: left hand on my tummie.. fingers spread wide  

kelli-: slowly tugs the zipper on my bra  

Al_dente_: eyes the fingers..... 

9187bob: offers a helping hand 

kelli-: body sways front to back  

kelli-: hips working in a slight thrusting motion 

kelli-: shifting my weight right and left  



kelli-: slowly moves the zipper  

kelli-: two hard little points showing clearly through the thin material  

Al_dente_: sighs at the sexy moves 

kelli-: hands move slowly  

9187bob: shifts uncomfortably 

9187bob: again 

D r a z: grins to hear the zzzzzzzzziiiiiiiippppppppppp  

kelli-: over the exposed skin  

Al_dente_: the changing shape of the top 

kelli-: fingers up into my hair .. pulling it back  

kelli-: hips swivel  

9187bob: reaches out to have a feel 

kelli-: steps on your hand 

D r a z: no hands bob 

9187bob: grimaces in pain 

kelli-: turns my back .. shakes my ass at you to the new beat  

kelli-: you can look but you can't touch  

Al_dente_: Shows Bob one of my scars.... 

kelli-: hands move over the exposed skin  

kelli-: down the back of my legs  

kelli-: shimmies my ass  

kelli-: flexes the muscles to the rhythm 

D r a z: watches  that ass   move  to the beat  

kelli-: straightens up .. spins and prances  

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans forward.. shimmies  

Al_dente_: loves the moves.. 

kelli-: grabs my crotch and rocks foward and back  

Al_dente_: not to mention his hand 

Al_dente_: the thin material... not mush separating your hand... 

kelli-: hands pull back my hair .. legs straight and apart .. hips rock to the beat  

kelli-: move in circles then thrust  

kelli-: hands slowly move down  

kelli-: over my boobs  

kelli-: hesitate there  

kelli-: then down my body 

Al_dente_: hmmmm loves the way the hands caress 

kelli-: smiles @ Draz ..  

kelli-: sways to the music 

D r a z: those caresses  so stimulating we see 

D r a z:    smiles back  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Al_dente_: the bumps in the top.... 

kelli-: fingers move the hips zippers  



kelli-: slowly opening  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the slow beat  

kelli-: grinding ..  

D r a z: smiles watching the hips  grind  

kelli-: finally the zippers fully open  

Al_dente_: the openings like two eyes... 

Al_dente_: catching me looking.... 

kelli-: fingers slipping down  

kelli-: over the front of my thighs  

kelli-: slip between my thighs and slowly up  

Al_dente_: shifts uneasily..... 

kelli-: eyes narrow .. licks my lips 

kelli-: lips part  

D r a z:  smiles     at the look  

Al_dente_: smiles... 

kelli-: fingers trace the leg bands 

kelli-: waits for the B3  

Al_dente_: hmmm nice journey 

kelli-: left hand low on my tummie .. fingers spread wide 

D r a z: hears  the bomber go over head  

kelli-: Hammond B3 at the beginning of this song LOL 

kelli-: right hand .. fingers slowly trace the camel toes  

Al_dente_: watches intently 

kelli-: up the center  

kelli-: to the edge of the material  

D r a z: wb jill hugs 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist bands  

Al_dente_: eyes follow Kelli's fingers 

kelli-: folds them down  

D r a z:   watches  the fingers  progress  

kelli-: two become one  

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar  

Al_dente_: hmm looks precariously sexy to me 

kelli-: hips roll to the beat  

kelli-: left heel pounds the bar  

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: turns to profile 

kelli-: knees bend   

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: slliinnnkky moves  



kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: kneels 

Al_dente_: smiles at the profile curves 

D r a z: smiles upat kelli as she dances   

kelli-: flattens to my back  

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up  

kelli-: arching my back high  

kelli-: head on the bar in back of me 

Al_dente_: sheesh what is a man supposed to think 

kelli-: hands move over my thrusting body 

kelli-: arching my back HIGH 

kelli-: pulling back up to my knees  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli enjoying touching her own body..... 

kelli-: grinddddssss 

kelli-: Draz got me on my knees again 

kelli-: lays back on the bar  

kelli-: straightens my legs 

kelli-: hands move over my head  

kelli-: squirms to the beat 

kelli-: rolls over my head backward up to my feet  

Al_dente_: smh 

kelli-: does a crazy lil mechanical dance 

D r a z: smiles watching  keli  as she    moves  to the beat 

kelli-: moves like liquid  

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: shimmies .. shakes .. shakin all around 

kelli-: strutts to the pole 

kelli-: holds it with both hands 

kelli-: bends at the waist  

kelli-: feet apart 

Al_dente_: admires that bottom again 

kelli-: works it 

kelli-: moves against the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap . .. hands move high on the pole 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: fingers through my hair 

kelli-: the haulter loosens  

kelli-: moves away from the pole  

kelli-: spins..  

kelli-: the ties fly out 

Al_dente_: hmmmm at the loose top 

Al_dente_: wathes the top struggle to be free 

kelli-: wiggle shimmie shake 



kelli-: lets it fall forward  

kelli-: hands cover  

D r a z: eyes on the hands  

kelli-: strutts ... hands over my boobs  

kelli-: hips working the beat as I strut to the pole 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands on the pole .. pulling me close  

Al_dente_: she'a a "party girl".... 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmm love the backside view 

kelli-: pulls off the bikini bra  

Al_dente_: gorgeous breasts 

kelli-: waves it around and lets it fly 

kelli-: turns around the pole  

kelli-: hiding behind it 

kelli-: peeks out  

kelli-: hands move down my sides 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist band of the bottoms  

Cars_75: mmhm, what a nice view to start the new year....I love 2016 already 

Al_dente_: that pole doesn't hide her.. but says nothing 

kelli-: wiggles .. as I move out  

kelli-: struts  

bigbadwoof2008: wishing those were my fingers under the waist band 

kelli-: slips my fingers around back of me  

kelli-: tugs the waist band  

kelli-: pulls it down into a straight line at the top of my thighs 

Al_dente_: gulps 

kelli-: hands fly high .. shimmies.. wiggles .. turns slowly  

kelli-: hands move over my body  

D r a z: smiles watching  the wiggling shimmie 

kelli-: watching the eyes study me 

Cars_75: oh my! 

kelli-: facing you, moving with the beat  

kelli-: hands explore  

Al_dente_: eyes fixed on kelli 

kelli-: fingers facing down .. pushing down the bottoms until they fall to the floor 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm beautiful 

kelli-: steps out .. dancing .. working the beat 

Zoe m9: steps from one of the side rooms and takes a seat to watch Kelli 

Al_dente_: unencumbered kelli 

Cars_75: eyes go wide, looking at her....  

Zoe m9: smooths the dress once again and settles back into the plush chair 

kelli-: slowly moves around the stage in rhythm  

kelli-: dancing in graceful easy moves 



kelli-: slowly turning  

Al_dente_: admires the gorgeous feminine curves 

kelli-: letting you view all angles  

kelli-: hands high .. stretching up  

bigbadwoof2008: also viewing the triangle 

Al_dente_: smiles... 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

Zoe m9: sips the drink, runs a hand through the slightly tussled hair to smooth it 

Al_dente_: blows Kell a kiss as our eyes brieflt meet 

kelli-: hands move out from my body 

kelli-: feeling soooo free and easy  

kelli-: spins ..  

kelli-: works back toward the pole 

D r a z: the hot writhing kelli holding everyones attention 

kelli-: leans back against it 

kelli-: hands high over my head facing you 

Cars_75: takes a deep breath... and releases the air slowly with a silent... 'wowww....' 

mmhm very nice 

kelli-: hips thrust  

Al_dente_: hmmm gorgeous.. 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: hands hold tight  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: pushing hips hard  

kelli-: slips down  

kelli-: to sitting with my feet apart  

kelli-: stops 

D r a z: stand s to applaud kelli ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.well done  great dance happy new year kelli 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm Appluds.. well done kelli 

kelli-: smiles... My gift to all of you  

bigbadwoof2008: brava sexy lady 

Al_dente_: stands awkwardly 

kelli-: Happy New Year  

Zoe m9: applauds as well 

D r a z:   walksover  and holds out a LAB robe  .......  for kelli to step into  

kelli-: thank you everyone 

Al_dente_: claps... woo hoo! 

Cars_75: very nice... what an exciting gift. ..applauds 

kelli-: backs into the robe  

bigbadwoof2008: Happy New Year to you too Kelli 

D r a z: wrapsthe robe  round kelli and ties the belt round her   

kelli-: leans back into Draz as he ties the belt 

kelli-: thank you sooo much for everything last year  

D r a z: smile  my pleasure kelli 



kelli-: walks down the back steps of the stage with Draz  

D r a z: smiles  great dance  kelli 

Cars_75: smiles 

 

kelli-: works my way around the bar.. quiet little dance  

scarlett2angel: Draz sure does have some great tunes  

kelli-: winks at Scarlett  

D r a z: winks ty scarlett 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Cinch-Side-Beach-Dress.php 

kelli-: moves in slinky S moves  

touchdown366: very sexy kelli 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

Master_joe: nice   

D r a z: its goonna be helova show  

kelli-: sways from side to side  

kelli-: smiles at the music 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: prancing down the bar 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssss for Kelli  

kelli-: stops infront of Liz 

kelli-: hands high 

sweetnspicydrops: watching from my table 

scarlett2angel: sits back and tilts my head back so i can watch her work the room 

kelli-: slinky moves  

sweetnspicydrops: oh my... 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: working my hips 

touchdown366: looking good kelli 

kelli-: rockin to the beat 

kelli-: smiles at td  

Master_joe: Oo i misread "forsigns" lol 

D r a z: smiles watching   kelli as the beeat takes her  

touchdown366: watching her rock the beat 

kelli-: works down to Draz  

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: the short cover rising 

D r a z: smiles  as i tap out the beat on the bar  

kelli-: works my ass to the rhythm 

D r a z: prods fubar  to ensure hes still alive  

fubar_again: am 

Master_joe: work it girl 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head smiles at Draz as Kelli starts to heat the room up just a bit 

kelli-: works the beat 



kelli-: rockin to the wild rhythm 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: strutts  

kelli-: hair flying 

D r a z: just a sexual thing  

kelli-: thrusting hips  

kelli-: left left right right 

scarlett2angel: Kelli sure is Draz 

touchdown366: head moves as she does 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar infront of TD and Joe 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: looks down at the boys as my hands move up my body 

touchdown366: looks on with a big smile 

kelli-: hands burst in the air over my head 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: facing up  

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: hair flying  

Master_joe: watching hands 

kelli-: turns slowly  

Al_dente_: gets close to the bar....  Draz could I have some iced water please? 

kelli-: to profile 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm sexy slow turn 

kelli-: smiles at the words 

scarlett2angel: shines the light all one man at a time..... 

Al_dente_: any excuse to get near to kelli on the bar.... 

D r a z: passes Al some iced water  

scarlett2angel: keep your hands where i can see them now 

Al_dente_: hmmm Hi Scarlett... 

kelli-: winks at Al .. smiles 

scarlett2angel: hello Al 

kelli-: works from Al's fav.. profile 

Al_dente_: takes a comy chair and realxes... 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Cinch-Side-Beach-Dress.php 

kelli-: hopes Al's comy chair isn't too sticky 

Al_dente_: hands visible to Scarlet....   (atm) 

Master_joe: mmm see thru 

scarlett2angel: good  

kelli-: knees  

touchdown366: very see through 

kelli-: knees wide 

kelli-: kneels  

kelli-: facing the boys 

kelli-: leans back .. working the beat with my body 



kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: hair hanging behind me 

touchdown366: watches intenly  

D r a z: smiles watching the  rythmic thrusts  

kelli-: collapse on the bar... rolls over facing down 

Al_dente_: loves the view onstage from where I sit... 

kelli-: works my hips 

touchdown366: sees her roll and working her hips 

Al_dente_: Raises the water glass to Draz as I sip.. thanks! 

kelli-: moves up on my hands and toes 

scarlett2angel: takes a piece of ice plops it between my lips an lets my eyes move with 

Kellis hips  

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: exposes the tiny G string under the lacey cover 

Master_joe: was this a planned collapse? 

touchdown366: its very tiny as i smile 

kelli-: rolls over and on up to my feet 

kelli-: step thrust step thrust 

kelli-: step thrust step thrust 

kelli-: step thrust step thrust 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar  

Al_dente_: eyes the dress riding up... glimpses of that tiny string.... 

touchdown366: mmmm loving the thrust 

kelli-: works the heavy beat  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

D r a z:  watches as the hands trace kellis body 

kelli-: smiles down at Joe, Al and TD 

Al_dente_: follows the hands progress...  

touchdown366: smiles back as she works the beat 

Al_dente_: as they take in the curves 

kelli-: sway as the hands reach the bottom of my cover  

kelli-: fingers slowly curl under the bottom 

Master_joe: smiles back 

Al_dente_: gulps more iced water 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: eyes narrow.. cover rises slowly 

touchdown366: see the finger curl under 

kelli-: slowly exposing the tiny g string  

touchdown366: so hot i cant type right 

Master_joe: mmmmmm 

Al_dente_: hmmm not much if THAT! 

kelli-: ties up the cover under my boobs ... midrift totally exposed 



scarlett2angel: closes my eyes lets the music move my hips and grips the bar with both 

hands tring not to look at Kelli but can't help it 

kelli-: hips circle 

Al_dente_: the thin skimpy material stretched tight 

touchdown366: sooooooooo sexy her body is as she exposes parts of it 

kelli-: hands move up over my head 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: hips move in slow circles 

kelli-: slllooowwwwlyyyy turns  

Master_joe: getting dizzy 

Al_dente_: hmmm the body in profile.... 

kelli-: working my hips left left right right 

scarlett2angel: this song is torcher 

kelli-: 99% exposed ass comes into view 

touchdown366: eyes right then left 

scarlett2angel: smiles up at Kelli rolls my hips as the bar stoll im sitting on almost falls 

over 

kelli-: facing the back of the bar 

Al_dente_: makes a lunge to stop Scarlett falling... but unnessassary.... 

kelli-: leans forward .. back arched 

D r a z: smiles as  the music takes over kelli  

Master_joe: oh my 

kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 

Al_dente_: eyes back on kelli on stage as she wiggles her ass 

kelli-: laffs @ Draz  

kelli-: you asked for it 

touchdown366: eyes flex to that hot ass 

kelli-: shimmies my ass to the beat 

kelli-: straightens up 

Al_dente_: she sure is a wooomannnn 

touchdown366: great song for the moves 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: slips the cover off over my head 

Master_joe: mmmmm 

kelli-: spins it around with one hand 

D r a z: shes a ball offire........ 

kelli-: flips it between my legs and out the front 

Master_joe: yesss 

scarlett2angel: claps for Kelli looks over at sweet with a wink and goes back to putting 

the bar glasses away 

touchdown366: think i need ice water 

kelli-: turns and does a hip thrusting provocative strutt down the bar  

Al_dente_: sees the lacey cover being twirled... 



kelli-: leans over the edge .. shimmies to the slow rhythm 

touchdown366: follows her down the bar with my eyes 

sweetnspicydrops: smiles at scarlett and then back at kelli 

D r a z: evening rocket   

kelli-: the tiny bikini bra barely containing the small 33 B’S 

RocketManFL: mornign Draz 

kelli-: toss the cover to Draz  

RocketManFL: ooo Kelli, dancing, nice 

Al_dente_: watches it fly...... 

D r a z: catches the cover and slides in the back pack  

kelli-: sways .. shimmies .. moves things that shouldn't move 

kelli-: stands  

RocketManFL: and yet looks so natural 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: sways.. ..  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: feet apart 

Al_dente_: eyes the three small pieces of stretched material, barely covering.. 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: working the steady beat 

kelli-: strut  

kelli-: strut  

touchdown366: lots to keep up with as i watch her dance 

kelli-: moves down the bar  

Al_dente_: <hopes for the ever possible wardrobe malfunction... 

Master_joe: lol 

RocketManFL: hotter than white lightening 

D r a z: watches the steady strutt  

kelli-: stops at the boys 

Master_joe: uh oh 

kelli-: slowly works the beat 

Al_dente_: gulps.... smiles up at Kelli 

RocketManFL: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: hands burst over my head  

kelli-: leans back  

touchdown366: Draz some ice water please 

Al_dente_: mouth dry, but unable to move 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: hair moving to the song 

RocketManFL: for you or kelli, al? 

Al_dente_: watches transfixed... 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

D r a z: passes td some ice water 



kelli-: works the tune hard 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrust  

touchdown366: thaks as i take a gulp the watch kelli 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: leans farther back  

kelli-: hair brushing the bar 

Master_joe: yesss 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

Al_dente_: kelli making those sexy slinky moves... 

kelli-: head touching the bar  

RocketManFL: sure are kelli 

kelli-: thrusting hard 

D r a z:   watches the thrusting hips  

kelli-: collapse  

Al_dente_: woo hoo!!! 

RocketManFL: wohoo 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds! 

Master_joe:    

D r a z:  woo hoo great dance ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ty kelli   appaluds  

kelli-: LOL  

D r a z: Bravo   .....kelli 

Al_dente_: great dance kelli.. well done! 

touchdown366: standing ovation 

kelli-: pushing up to my knees 

kelli-: thank you  

scarlett2angel: whistlesssssssssssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: fantastic fun 

D r a z:   stands with the LAB robe oustretched  

kelli-: thumbs up to scarlett 

Master_joe:    

scarlett2angel: drops my glass and winks at Kelli 

kelli-: backs into the robe 

RocketManFL: claps fpor kelli, woo hoo 

scarlett2angel: that was very nice 

D r a z: slides the robe closed and ties a belt round it   ,,,,,,,,,  

kelli-: leans back .. looks up at Draz .. smiles 

Al_dente_: sighs as the gorgeous body dissapears... 

kelli-: stretches up and give Draz a kiss 

Master_joe: mmm 

Master_joe: yes it was nice  

kelli-: great songs  

D r a z: kisses kelli back ,,,,,,,,then back to work .......liz  yourdrink is coming up 



sweetnspicydrops: I need a shower more than a drink after kelli's dance lol 

kelli-: moves behind the bar with Draz 

D r a z:    Adds shaved ice to a cocktail shaker.... Pours in 2 oz good quality Vodka  & 1/4 

oz Noilly Pratt Dry Vermouth .... Give One quick shake , Adds in a dash orange bitters... 

another quick shake ...Strains and pours into a chilled martini glass....Garnishes with two 

olives...... slides the Dry Martini  accross to liz on a LAB coaster 

RocketManFL: hey liz 

sweetnspicydrops: that was fantastic, kelli 

Al_dente_: takes a sip of my water, sucking some ice into my mouth, holding it there to 

help the cooling process. 

kelli-: thank you Liz.. that's how we do it in LAB LOL 

RocketManFL: same here lIz smiles 

RocketManFL: well some do it lefty 

sweetnspicydrops: hi Al 

kelli-: takes off the robe and replaces my lacey cover up  

kelli-: folds the robe and puts it away 

RocketManFL: looking good in lace kelli 

kelli-: moves around the edge of the bar and finds a seat 

 

 


